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F O W O R D  
yawholeisdue tothetwomea,sothatagenedref~ence to either cankt 
wish it thc impti& of the uthefs  h&ues~m Thus, for &ample, thq &G 
B6& @am &gels' rough draft shows that though the thmy ib 
dwap died "Marxiad', &geb, too, bad al l  the essential ideas worked at. 
., iAad &we Gi p h t y  of pmf,  in letters and biographies, oof their mbsqmgt 
~ ~ t i P a  
of poIitia, it is m&t fir& to give a digcat a£ ahe id- t h d  which 
r d m t  to ttte pmeni trdmmt, and to fdow tbiii immediately by a d i s a s b  
' o f t b e l d a d n t h e o r y i p i t s ~ ~ d e r ~ n ~ .  Onthc;otherhand,HcgelW 
nowhere dalmrattd a of ecmdcs .  The emphis of the 
dismssisa is therefore m the d.hxtion of Marx. The MamBRCm v k ~  js t3ms 
~ W m d f i s i s f o h d b y c b a p h ~ t b e c d w a f t b s  
. hkdatl theory f i t t s  prkciplca stated by HW. I I 
I .  
Raam CmPgR . I  ' 
U a i d t y  of w-1' r 
I ,  I !' 
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[- H * a ~ e m b d 6 t h a m a d t h e . - * o f * r O b c i  
&m and ~kdeddt En* i n d d  bum so profntmd that c Wrwgb 
~ ~ ~ d h g  of these works m8p be to premppaw an d ~ ' o f  
of the M;rrodans ~ c s  w- 
.* w y  for s'tadents of p h i r o w  some knowledge of Hqpl b gain by 
d ~~ reading of Ma- ;aa md false impdm &at H@'S 
Waenee waa dopllirrant. Lea* aside what is origlnat in rhe theoryI it is wkc 
& ~ ' i a  mind that there are o n t m k  d oiher and nun-Regdim mtdbtst- 
:ia$ fmws 01 very great i r a m ( x 6  Thou& it is &e pmpoae of %a &I@ 
'to h d g a t t  in d d  d y  the H q p h  iduettce, some brkf mention qf these 
seam n e t w a q  to a more a c m e  cstimaot of the or4e whi& iu w 
*f mncern. 
There are in the h t  place a umber of WoAcal events wMeb dktd 
~ t l y  both the M a d a n  e c d  proper, and the more gmerd of 
histmid makridism. These events were aU m01qtim~y in chats-, d 
incbde the foUowing of particular importance ia & a m d o n :  t h ~  fadtw- 
trial RevoIution, tfie French Bevobion, the Revohtima of W8, the W 
mune of Paris. < - chief ~~ i d u u I a  may %e listed a8 folIws: (I) &e U* 
Wahb, in&% the Brenchme~l~ S&t Simon and Fourier, and .the &g&b 
man, Robert C h m ;  (2) the emmmhta of the Uanchater h l ,  Adam $hMn. ' .  
&d bavid Riwib, together with the andthalrimmdatt f* 2: 
as; (3) thu -t is  of t6e w d T w  wf, npn*IIDd ,@ * Mt Movdmeet of the Yung Hegdiam, in wwbicb ~ ~ t i r r a  hi zww&i% ': 
F c t t c r b a c h i 3 ~ d i o g .  
Of &e h i a d d  iduenw on the developat of h M& % 
weyb%saidingadthattheperiodf  w ~ i c h t b e a ~ h ~ i p c d & ~  
d & w '  for tbc birth of a d phil-J. tt nm ~ 6 i  . .
i t i m ~ e n P I l ~ $ r e a t m & t i ~ ~ l ~ o f i b . a r t y s l o ~ ~ o d ~ . ~  * 
$hw, or had t\hn place recently aiough to hpms rbemchre61 
' 
careful social Scietr,Wc study+ The docts of the geat Zndwttid 
just being felt and I c 
sauce for Marx's 
of capital, the disp 
" i n M a l  *m . .. 
riat, and the ~ C V O I U ~  i < 
she & p a l  of stuplw 
# 85 
mq as to haw Iost 
the &st to elaborate 
out institutions 
% bouqe&ie won out completely, and the workers who 
vetp doubtful reward of becoming the 
as well as their 
of the bourgeois type, popularized by the 
and Fraternity". In the revolutions of 
tion known as the Paris Commune, Marx and Engels ob- 
cir theory of the role and function of the state as rm oppm- 
the consequent attitude of tbe 
proletariat toward it. 
t a swiabt when he kft allege after completing his work 
doctor of philosophy. His ophims were raiher those of &e 
d in the socialist docthcs 
rship of thc Rkmkht Zcitwtg e x p a l  him, H e  therefore 
wmt to Paris with tbe dcfinitc purpose, apparently, of fam- 
rmiaIist theorita. Me then studied the Utopian social- 
was already familiar. The contributions of these Uto- 
Simon had a sophisticated 
mu, and was pmbab1p 
the ia t trphi iof l  of the f m c h  Revolution as a strictly 
that politics is t4c same of prdudan. Fourier mu- 
system ; he pointed wt 
d c t o r y  nature, and referred q t c i d y  to the tonflict pesulting from 
attempt to sdve these coa~di.&, the result of which is that "under 
strongly hinted at the 
ours of work Asd he came very dodie to an important principle of historicd 
and f 
aathdti*,, h& anti a d  
~ * m $ n i m s n f  
88 T m i ~ 1 ~ & ~ * ~ 0 0 ~ b d d P X  
td M- hen ~rpw as fa-; ' 'fd~ -4 method is not d y  -di&rrnt 
from the Hegdian, tiort ia ib c b c t  apposk. To Hegel, the lif-process of tht 
h m  b& that S Ltra 'F of tbinldng, which uader the name of 'the 
Idea'# ttt cvca M a m a  iqta an isdepmbt subjd, b the demiurgos of the 
rcal wml& and tb ml wg4,d 19 d y  the d, p - 4  form of 'the 
I&'. Wikh mq dm &c -, &t idd  is d t n g  else than the material 
world da t ed  hi& and tramhted into forms of thought- 
"'& - @ of -~~c J criticised nearly thirty yearb j 4 
ago, at a time w h  it'- still the f9shion. But just as 1 was working at the 
&st volume .of Das K@d it was thc good pleasure of the peevish, arrogant 
mt&c&es who mow large in cultwed Gemany# to treat Hegel in the 
same way as the brave MQSCS Mendalsoha ia Lessin$'s time treated Spinom, 
that is, as a 'd& dog'. I therefore ope& avowad myself the pupil of that 
Wtg &?dm, and wca here and there, in thc Chapter on the theoq of value, 
cqu& with the mode of arpmssion peculiar to him. The mystifiation which 
tbe dialectic s&xs in H-s hands by no means prevents him from being 
the 6rst to present its gtxmal form of wor- in a compr~hensive and con- 
&OW manner. With bim it is standing on its head It must be turned right 
W U$ m, if yyou would disEover the r a t i d  kernel within the mystical 
&&I" 
&gck4 W, bas som~ very pawhating views to OEM on the subject. In 
S ~ c i d h ,  UPOM uud ScM*Jicd he says : "Hegel had freed history from meta- 
phpsl-he made it dialectic; hat: now idealism was driven fmm its last refuge, 
the philosophy of h i m ;  now a materkhtic treatment of history pmpuudcd, 
atld a mtthod fdund of ~~ mads Imowbg' by his Wing', instead of, a 
b f o r ~ ,  his Fbeing' by his 'knowing'." "Therefore/ he says in another 
W O T ~ ,  "tht dialectic of Hegel was turned upside down, or rather it was placed 
rsplln its feet b t d  of on h head, w b  it was standing beforc And tbia 
m c  d k l d c  which h that has been our best tool and our 
@t w e a p  wm discovered.'p4 
Witb this vim of the matter all p M a r x i a n  scholars have inciincd to 
agree. T f i ~  wc h d  $m6 merely m m  these and ~ i d r  statemmts. 
Mia more d-y into thc subject, treahg the &tionship from the 
polnt of view of an H@kn (of the Wt) as an dl-important link in the &- 
kt ic  movtment of social tllmght.' 
- 
S m ?  Saber,' B-,@ and B e d 0  are dl noa-Marxians, but they have 
'-&&, PrwrrW C#ia H. Kcrr & Co., Chi- IRE!) % 
Karl Mars, His Life d Wwk (B. Heah&, New York, 1910) 54-55. 
' S o h  old Phibopb ,  185. 
r6Esffomic I n t e & ~ & h  of Histwy ( C O W  U d d w  Press, New Sork, 19Q2l 
M-u. 
Karl Mwx & M@&m Soddim 21. - 





kt, when ~~ coat$- contains the iaws of the 
dwbt td most &&al md capable adversarp: of' 
anal*% but he f a d s  it un so - 
is the Eadicd fadt of the sysh- 
m) of & Madan theory are V&b,  Skelton, and Bmaatcin. Tbty agree 
h a d b h g  ba a pdy &shad, d&&d basis, the M a d a n  prognwti~~ti~tl of 
a future of mammim. Tius, ia each may be fwnd the same idea, 
w h d y t  but k p  clev&y, expxesd  Veblen puts it this way: "To M a ,  
tknw-Fi@m. . . , h@QXthcIZfb-historpofthemaiaalargeway 
umbh the a*f tbt U&iWry in all its phases, incIuding tbe p- of 
eapi* ,TI& goal trt &d, which controls the prows of human development, r 
L t h t ~ ~  d life in all its fullutss, and the realtzatiotl is to bc 
d d  a pmcess adogous to,& thephase dialectic, of thesis, antithesis 
and synkbib, Wo which s b  the capitalistic system with its overfl~wing 
m m  of mieery and dcgradatiotl, fits as the last and most d r d f u l  phase of 
anti&& Man as a Hegelian is necessarily an optimist and the evil Canti- 
theti4 denat) iu lift is to him a logically necessary phase of the dialectic; 
a d  is a mearrs to the amummatim, as the autithcsis is a means to the syn- 
thesis.'- 
Tht statunmt of Bern&&, the great Redsionist, to the same effect is a 
fine example of an erroneous -eat moSt convin&gly expressed: Manr 
"retained in principle the Hegelian dialccticd method, of which he said that in 
order to b~ r a t i d y  empioyed it must be 'turned upside down', that is, put 
u p  a m a t t d i s t :  bash. But as a matter of fact he has in mmy respects con- 
tra~& against his pr~~lctiptioa Strict materiatist dialectics cannot conclude 
ma& beyond actual facts, Dialectical materialism is revolutionary in the m e  
that it reqnks no finality, bat othedsc it is necessarily mtivist-in the gen- 
trrrl meaning of the term. But W s  m t i m  to modern society was fun- 
damental and revolutionmy . . . . . And here we come to the main and fatal 
d d i c t i o n  of his work. Re wanted to procaed , . . . scientifically. Notti43 
was to be dcduczd fm preconceived ideas; . . . . And yet thr! final con- 
clusion of the wok, .* . . . . is a pre-concuved idea; it is the announcement 
of a sate of society Iogidy qposed to tJic givm one. ImpcrceptiI1y the dia- 
lectical movemtnt of is substituted for the diatcctid movement oi facts."*4 
hd M y  Skcltm's sta&mmt may h givm as an, excelleat sampIe of the 
sort of popular, highly rhwrieal, but &fatly unproven criticism to which 
'r the Marxiang have frwn the first been subject: "One ray of light pierces the 
gloom of the ckwtmggle doctrine. The pmmt cod ic t  is to be the laat, the 1 victorious proletariat will have no inferior to oppress, and will usher in a class- less mnmonwtalth, where the wicked will cease from tro~~blimg aad the fighters 
k- 
be at rrst. This exhat01:ogical side of the Marxlan theory is, in all proWilitv, 
r not 86 much a theolqpd echo as yet another 3ustratiop of Hegelian influence, the cwatiaa of class strugglt ?&q a daductian from the Hegdkm postu- 
r late of the W mcmcilement of the dhlcctic ~ ~ c t  in tbe attaimnent of hn 
absolute synbds. Onty the teldogical optimism of the Hegelian formula can 
l'Veblm, 'Tka Socialkt 8~01aomks of Karl M m x  md kk F o l l o m ~ ~ ,  Qwzrterb 3- 
Irol of Em& iB.W-5. 
"3emkiq nKarl Yam,'' Sucycbpcdk B I r ' W ,  Eleventh W o n .  
o ladc a~ elmmat of rnoda~y:'~ 
with the judgmeat of Marx and &gels, tempered, h o w ,  
a g r e e a l m w i t h t h a t o f ~ ~ t h e ~ ~ i s m ~ f  
H W m h e d M a m m d B n g E @  I -  




HEFORICAL m O R Y  
I 
m ' S  OF m R Y  
SECTION I. OE~ML-Y 
is found, sap Hegel, in the history of ph'iosophy, 
. It is stvveycd intimately, "in its native medium" 
, Now, as he goes on to say, ttuly existing thought 
, an idea. Viewed univcrdy, it mwt bc thb Idta, 
type of reasoning by which Hegel &eg the 
expressed in the system of philosophy, and it is 
characteristic and easy step to the further result that tht spsl 
system. It is not to be wcndemt at, t h ,  
losophy should have covered, more or less thom&Iy, 
of reality, not txceptlng the purely social of 
ute, which is thc h e r ,  the fmdamctltal, nature of the universe, 
a rational or an i n t l l e d  being, and is therefore designated by 
Reason, then, which as the basii of reality, 
appears to us. A complete, though in some 
the proccssts of this revetation is supposed 
of the Philosopkkd SCimces, written by 
resent the thrae main stages of the mani- 
of the Encyclopedia is the Logic, which 
ct, pure form of this manifestation. It 
in other words, the first member of 
the PkSo~uphy of Nature; 
ective world, the world of the phyrr- 
In the triad it is the antithesis, or the negation; for oppsed ta 
the thesis and thc anti- 
sphere of the &at 
95 
% TEI$ -cat Iamurtrr~t ow H B a L  ON - 
philoqhy. Now at last the A?mtutt has &d its gmt god, wbich wa8' 
self-&- it thmiqh the d i m  of its self-engerrdertd op- 
been abstra&dversal and cmaeteparkuh, ktwt~1 individual 
wd d a l ,  and htweat subject and object This is the end of the H e & i  sys- 1 
tamtic phibqhy, fm the h!@cst goal, the prmliar end of dl philosophy, 
namely, Absolute Truth, that is, tbt AhsoIuten itself, has at last baen &chiwed. 
The P&o$k-y of History must be d d e &  iu smae detail W u s e  of ib 
&tt widcat Mumce rm the M d  domint of M d  mamidism. Thwgh 
a separ&e work, the h k o q  is undolibtedly h t  an dabontian of one of the 
k s m  categoria of the spiten as it appears in the Encyclopedia, m 
other w & , i t i s i t s J f s n ~ p a r t o f  tbe u d e d  system, and, as such, i a  
heparable fmn it- Thus, tmhmal history is found a8 a ategory of the state, 
which i t d f  bdongs to the third division, namely, d ethics, under the second 
of the tbm main &egoria, mind objective. Just as the Philosophy of Right is 
an &bath of mind d,jactive, so the Philosopby of Httory  is an elaboration 
of the cat- of t l n i d  history* 
NOW, from the fundameatat conccph of H@s philosophy, that Reason 
is the mereign of thc world, "the substance of the universe; to wit, that by 
whieh and in which all rcality has its bebg and subsistence, tb W t c  q l -  
of tbtrgs, the entire k a e  and Truthm it follows with inexorable certainty 
that the histmy of the world is a rational process. Histoq, and the entire 
scheme of the development of the tmivcrse art rational and amsqueat£y fun- 
damenay perfect, 
FoUowing the account af the mctaphpsicd basis of Hcgelns philosophp of 
history it is aecessarg by way of introduction to p m a t  also a brief account of 
the mcthod of historid research which Heget professes to adopt. On this 
point, he makes a very s w c a n t  statement, bo the that history must be 
treated "historically/ that is, "empiridy." Laws are not to be concocted 
h i t ,  and thcn s u w  upon the facts of history; rather, history must be 
c a d d y  s t u d i d  and from it in this way must be derived *be general laws 
which pvem its movaaed There must, of course, be a camfnl sdection of 
impwtant facts, but this is really what is me& by trackg avt the general ten- 
dencies and diiwexing tbc hws of historical progressma It is apparent tbat 
He@ b not ddbrately do what so many of his critics aceuse him of doing. 
It was not part of his t h d c a l  system to fit mto an OW logid schemeI 
with whatever aeccblsaq &to*, the facts of hrunaa progress, evm though 
in act11 practice, this is txactly what he docs, It must be recognized that Marx 
was an e x m d k r i l y  dose and able student of Hegel, atld that e o n s ~ t J y  
fie was copknt  of all phases of that philtxqdds work. In this cas, it 
seems to 'n#, he quite dearly +ted Hegel's avowed theory of historical 
method, wWe rej- c M y  his application. Hegel's bare intalion is as 
important for purposes of this c o q a r b n  as any oder fwurt. It is newamy, 
Pkitb~~pAy of Hirtwy (Caloaial P- NCW Yo& 1899) 52, 57. :=& 
wq just ag & - of. matter is gxavi@,,'so 'tht m c e  
depend m me% self* Ndw, dw manin& of a- cun- 
arplaitd as df-d-, 05 d a  
t h e w e o f  S p i r i t , t h i s ; m a n s ~ a ~ t h a t ~ i t  
Frcdom"*" m e  of thw rather & 
clear, I think, 5th conme of the* dzkmatbn 
Tba units d tbtw two factors (there must k a uniticatim 
rssafutian d all au& mhgmWc etrmmts) is Liberty under cmditions of 
mordigr of tb stat@ Tha m t e  is pure, powcrfd and well 
the inkmsb nf the idhidud dud& with it exactly. At thc 
fwp, meh lm i&a e&ts only implicitly. Xt becmm more 
or caasc& dwkg the af historical development. 
p q r W  t@w& &S gad IS plecomplisbsd by the rqmciliation of 
nsentat potat e m :  f&i& h d o m I  on one h d ,  as 
d v c r d  Edai of $pifit (the orr-sick), and, on the other haad, the different& 
tb, parthk, acplieit, or rcdzing activity of the individual (the 
+&h) The objective reality, the liberty-insuring state, is the synthesis- - - by d t i o n  of tbis bumaa activity, which, consequentIy, must be 
4- tfre middle icrm, or the dgnamic dement in historical progress. In 
a note He& -6 &at the aims of individuals he does not mean the 
mcrc desk or caprie of these iadividuds, but father such grntral considera- 
tions of &tyI jttsticq and the like, as are established by the code of morals and 
state qydsiims?' 
Of the state* which is the grand regult of all historical movemmt, He@ 
says: 'The a d  to be attained is the Paiw of the subjective with the rationd 
it L tbe mod whole the state, which is that form of reality io which the 
individusl has, and =joys, hb freedom* but on condition of his recognizing, 
believing in, aad w i b g  that whicb is common to the whole." And again, "Tbe 
slate is the idtrr of the Spirit in the external manifestation of human will and 
frwkm- 1 
Ctrtaia of the more fundamental aspects of this supreme human institution 
the end &d aim of dl historid development, h u l d  be described before the 
movement which products it is analyzed more fully. In the first place, a gen- 
eral and impoftant fact is pro'cIaimed, namely, that all historical changes arc 
h c p a b l y  bound up with changes k pol i t id  forms; which means simply that 
by an Weal change is meant an altu-atiw in the social or political structure 
of any sod*. And from this it h o m e s  apparent that eonstitutbs are pea- 
liar to ce&~~ pwplcs at certain tha; consequently it is impossible and absuid 
to t o a t b i t t a r i 3 y  apply a particular constitution to a people to which it did mt 
apptar naturally, in the cwrst of history. 
Comspmding to these objedvc forms of the d s t e n c e  of Freedom in tlie 
state there is the subjective realization in art, law, morals, religion, science a d  
p h i r e .  &pressed in the three highest branches of human learning atld 
mdmhdhg, mgbg from the comparatively ineffective to the most &qlete 
reahition of f f t t l h t a l  truths the fokwizlg great triad is formed: first, in 
art are -twl senswusly the forms of the divine intuition; then, in re- 
ligion, ; t w r m n c ~  is attained of infinite fdling and conception, and lastIy, in 
on the! ~~1 it r i a  
reamticla of its 
d o u m e ~ a n d w i l l . .  . . ~ S p i t i t i z l a t w m ~  
e . .  . .'What 
struggle of miherd M r y ,  for the tbehate god, which 
the prows presents the immersion of $&it hi Nature''; the see 
portion of any cmmImiQ or d o n .  T&e ald 
r 
C $ O R ~ ~ N ~  
its metaphysical basis, Hegel summarizes his psi -  
followti: "But for Spirit, the 
dfhawledge, and advance, not only to the intuition but 
char &on of itself. Thin it must, and is a h  
b t b d  to acmm#& but the accomplishment is at the same time its dkmtu- 
tion, and the rise d another Spirit, another world historical people, another 
epoch of Universal Hist~rp."~ 
'The verg essmct of Spirit is activity; it r e a k s  its p o t e n W Q d e 3  
itself its own dbQd, its OWII work-and thus it becomes an object to itself ; con- 
templates itself as rm objective exismaw Thua ic it with the spirit of a peu- 
ple ; it is a spirit haping strictly defined characteristics which erects itself intu 
an objective wmM, that exists and persists in a particular religious form of 
worAip, atstoms, ~~, and political law& the whole compla of 
its insdtuthm4n the wats and transactions that make up its his~ory ."~ 
The eatirc procedure may be up in a few words: The spirit of a . 
p p l t  is the concrete dizatiotl of Unived Spirit; it is, however, but an ha- 
ptrfect form. Xn oppdion to this its imperfect expression, Universal Spirit, 
posits the more perfect in iht form of the thoughts and ideals of the people-at 
least, of tfre more advanced portion of them, The imperfect and the more ' 
perfect confront each other in oppositioa, the society which has this contra- 
diction betwm the real and the id& is superseded by a new sociely, a new 
historical era Thia new mtbd spirit embodies within itself dl of past his- 
+ 
Though great m a  are signiscant in histwy it is not they who initiate and I accompEish thee  change^ They do not bring abut anything that would nct , 
bave come to pass without than. Their greatness consists 1x1 the fact that 
they arc aware of the aim of Spirit &fore ordina y people are. Their func- 
tion is merely to accelerate the pmgms of history. 
The seetion in Hegel's Pkjlobophy of History on the "Geographical Basis 
of History" is filled for the most part with facts which have no bearing m 
this discussion. But it cuntains aim certain incidental passap so significant 
that they be o v e d d d  In some degree, they amount to contradictions 
of the maia theory, just stated. At the beginning of the treatise HegeI sp& - 
of nature as the extrinsic, yet basis of the spirit of the people. It 
rwans thea to cmstitutt the first obstacle to be overcome, and from this point 
of view, to be the h t  standpoint in the development of Freedom. This agords 
an exphmtion of the fact that history must find its w i n g s  in the temperale 
zone. Then, as an applicatian of tbis gemerril principle, appears an amazing 
passage, opposad in spirit to the trmd of Hegelianism, but closely 
p a d d  to fundammtal Mamian tenets: "As to the political conditions of 
North i9merica, the grneral object of the existence of this state, is not yet 
f ~ e d  and and the necessiQ for a firm combinatim k not yet 
~ d , a r e a l - ~ d a t k m I ~ & t e r a d s t i a & d  
w l w m * d ~ ~ ~ e & w ~ m d l  
t h e ~ ~ r n e d o q ,  
immEJu 
- M O M  OF liBIUW;ICDATA 
hge at which ''One is F." Ti& &visim is &st bemfr$~t F m  
in aa &maw, &tm& and @ farm It b abjeckb&, 
f m s  a part of, the development and pmgms of -cme R&p 
Nor is this judgment confuted by the fact that changed do & w, 
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T h t ~ f m m t h i s s t a g e t o t h c n e ~ r i s e x p l a i n d  u n t b e g a m l ,  
pinu& of the n;eccssitg for Spirit to evolve and h g c .  More spci6caHj-, 
the q h a t b  h to bc bed im the fact that suffident subjectivity Existed 
anroage- 
-. 4 states to pamit of thcir detn!ction by ea& other, and 
e v m ~ t d y  of obek hhg cmp- subdued by a power higher in the scale 
of hiatwid -t, that is, by the GMeks. Thus, the transition began, , 
wftcn EgppC & a prdnce of Persia, and Persia in its turn fell before 
the power of the G d a  Eke aU other Asiatic states, it lacked the 
S p i f i t o f t n l a ~ .  
l%e next'- ushered in by % Gratks, includes & of all the Greeks 
t b m c h ,  and tbab in main eta, but on a somewhat higher level, 
the U. Subjethe hedam is a Etaturr of the Greeks, expressing itself 
in the wauddd art of that popk However, the unity betwcen the individual 
atld objective F h  at this stage ia only immtdiatt, in otber words, cssen- , 
tidy m c m h  B ~ ~ U S G  of tbis defect, the Grack world gave way to the 
Bornan. ThG &fi011 came abaut pmclically hause  of the divided state of 
the Grceka. The eomrtry was composed of supposedly independent statm. 
which in d t y  were not indqmmht at dl. They bad little pcwtr, and no se 
c u r i ~ .  They were extmdy ; b d i v i b W i c ,  made war on each other, and 
w m  mcntdy  all destrogcd 
Tbc Roman world, which owsame the Greek, was an improvement h 
that Iriororts iadivkhlity was replacad by a pnwaced unity. There was a 1 
m m p b  hrptim by the state of all other individuals, who willingly gave f 
over to it dl the pawer. The reign of abstract universality became inaugurated , 
Tht didectid triad rag& that this d d e  period &odd be supuseded 
' 
by a newer and higher e p d ,  in which the second, tfre Greek and Roman char- 
actcrhtb, arc mtrgcd with those of the first, the Oriental, form of society. 
This +, the Won of the East and tbe West, was accomplished by the dc- 
vclopzn~~t of Christianity. Rcfigion had ~ o m t  o take the place of art as the 
madium of Man's cmmunion with and h w l t d g c  of Reality, but religion, 
too, pasmi thm@ a paiod of growth and development, ch:efly the elimm- 
don of st& defects as f d i ,  imageworship all sorts of bloody disputeq, 
and most hpmtant of dl, the clash betwear Church and State, which a p  
p h d  in berth the %stem and Wtstem c m p h .  
Tht sapreme result of tht intcrventim of Christianity was the German 
Christian wod4 W e d  to stand as the &tian of Spirst in mmptete mi y 
with itseIf, ite &=tar fully developed as concrete spirit. The early oppmi- 
tion htw- the kst trade batbarous Geman state and Spirit as manifested 
in thi C h H  is mrct#rac by the secular bewnhg inteIleetual and realizing 
the rathnd unity of C~UI& and State The basis of the Gemu nation is 
philmophy and it ia though phhuphy that Freedom has at last succeeded in 
thc rdkatim of ite fiartlpd, compkte & A s ,  wtich for it mean9 
trtlc e t e n a .  
A N A L ~ O F a E P ~ C A L ~  . I 
OF HESrOIttCAL MA- 
givmawryaateaadfairlycmpmhmdvtaeoclrmtofttbs . 
~ t i c a s t h i s ~ i s d b p m l l : ~ d ~ t h e M a r x i a n &  q e  
appcdative referem to Hcxaclw, whom be u m s i h  the 
Greeks of Ahmdrh,  ~ ~ t r ~ h d  fwEhw
wty, &tdarIy advauctd bg tbR: 
e by scientiwts ia &@s* a m  day. 'rlhra &T 
are listed by him as .foUm: (a) the d l ,  (b) *- 
of energy* and (GI the W w m m  . . th+ory of epolutioa 
in a continuous yrotess of change; 'in 
t. For e x a q 1 ~  a body both is, and is 
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a gradual It follows, therefore, that the opposites listed above bela 
to an antithesis, each pdc of which is as inseparably connected with the othi 
as it is -te from i t  
And to the dialectid philosophers must be given the credit of hrst viev 
hg tbings tntly "in their essential canneetion, concatenation, motion; origin ar: 
ending!' In Germany, this walkation began with Kant, whrse nebular hyp 
thtsis, which was v d c d  later by La Place, did much to further the evol~ 
tionary interpretation of n a m  The tendency, so established, reached its cu 
minatim in Hegel. 
Hd, however, made a most valuable contribution, when for the fir 
time* Qe propoanded an evolutionary view of history. Though he attempted 
p t  thing and traveled far in the direction of accomplishment, he was tc 
m u 4  hampered by certain unavoidable limitations to make a really successfr 
phitosqhy of history possible for him. 
En& then v d s  what he considers HegeI's three de%ve l imitah 
ja) Though Hegel probably lmov more than any other one man of his tim 
he c d Q t t  h o w  everything-he was r o b e d  withim the limits of his ow 
knowl- (b) H e  was conhned within the limits attained by the science c 
his own @cuIar age; to quote EngtIs from Londmwks, "It was self-evidq 
that the old pbiromphies of Na-in spite of all their a d  value and frui 
M - W d  be of no value to us. There was an error in tl 
Hq&n form, as shown in this book, in that it recognized no progression c 
naktrr in time, no 'oat after another' (sachimder), but mcrely 'one k i i  
amthtr' ( u ~ h d s m d e r ) .  This was due on the one hand to the H e g e l i  sys 
tmn itself, which ascribed to the Spirit (Geist) alone a progressive historic 
ddopmmt, bot on the other hand, the gmeral attitude of Ihe sciences wr 
respodbl.~" (c) Hegel was an idealist. He taught that Ream is the soul c 
the exist+ world. It d q t s  itself according to necessary laws of its bdi~ 
throtlgh the variotls stages and levels of the world as we know it, attaining i 
the end the Absolute Id='' We give Engels' own exposition, "According t 
Hegd, the &kctic devdopmant appamt in nature and histoq, that- is a cau 
otive, amccted progression from the lower to the higher, in spite of all zip 
zag movemmts and momentary setbacks, is only the stereotype of the self- 
pmgmssh of the Idea from eternity, whither one d m  not how, but inde- 
pendtnt at dl wnts of the thought of any human brain. This topsy-tun* 
iddogy had to be put aside, We conceived of ideas as materialistic, as pic- 
tures of d things, instead of real things as pictures of this or that stage of' 
the Absolute Zdea ~ p n ,  the dialectic beatme reduced to knowledge of! 
the universal Iaws of moti- we11 of the outer world as of the thought 
of w o  set9 of laws which are identical as far as matter is concerned 
but which d&r m regards expression, in so far as.the mind of man caa em- 
plop them COI&WS~J. while, in nature, and up to now, in human history, for. 
"En& F m w k h  (CBas, H. Kur b Go., Chimgo, 15#) 94. 
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I 
d W i n * f r r r s n a f  tsdrmd 
f appwat aacidCwRuw # 
that He@ Is gdty of a verg gmvc in cmsbteacy. 
th dialectical process is ideatifed witb wtitJr as a 
to have a t b i n d  #he Absolute Truth, 
I h s e I P  a memlm of this mob- 
is no more impwtaat C D L ) ~  in
the Absolute Idea, the complete 
no eonwm could be more hgmd3 appwed to the 
diakctical momatD.t, 
as many iad~vidual groups of 
is much tha~ b botched, arti- 
f the Hegdh spstcm made ii t a q  and inevitable &a# 
many and varied inturpmhtiom of it, rranging from the 
H@ b i f  must te 
the did w5ng of Hegel's fobwms has alrtady 
Young H e g - p l i  The organ of this faction was 
atire group, Feudah was tbe ht f&y to reject Lttt 
favor of the matcrhbtic view that "Mawe exists hde 
r The material, sensible worl.4 the wlorid 
a c e  h tbe only reality. "Matter is not a product of mind, 
only tht highest product of matter." In other words, as 
, this is nothing but mattrialism. It is, however, a mated- 
Bghteeath Century and later, -bed by such mm as 
rigid m d a n i d  view* very 
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tendcnrg to a purely m e c b h t i c  view of things. Although Kant had 
-hat to d y  this phkqhical emrr, it d e d  far Hegel to 
~ p t t t ~ & n & d e ~ t h e ~  
I3toPlre~er~ the new matahlkm, on rejcchg the a&, atomistic doc 
of their w, did not adopt the "positivistic" attitude of k t  
othcrs. Chi thc mtmy, dl such philosophies, systems which speak o 
WOdd &t WCWM 8f O W  mUl~e, abotrt * - h - t W v +  
e q ~ p ~ o o ~ n a w ~ ~  
h w w t h b ~ o f ~  . . t h q  a nm-mdanistic, non-static 
rialism, W Pwc&& with tfit dialectic of Hegel, di 
d y , a f a l l ~ b ~ a a a d t w b t ~ d e d a " d i  
ridism," and which be and Marx adopted as the philosopW basis of LW1 
socisl &em, Bst, wbik F&ch who had led them to tbis position w 
d o d ,  saying, '%W I am in accard with the matter, but not fo 
Mam and B@s &ed W p  i the uew direction." 
This m t  of the devdqmmt of the didcctic is by no means oomp1 -3
norisitcntirrlyacamh ItisimpottanttomycampaTisoninthatitthroffl 
considerable Iig'fit on the Madam cmceptim of the meaning of the dddq 
It witl be observed that lhgeis selects from the history of philosophy 
&&CS tending to assert an evdutimarg, as opposed to a static view a 
thiags, and to %atplush  the mat* rather tbaa the spiritual, or idealistic 
Z'est two tlcment~, the wolutimmy and the material, together fom W 
ground wort of tbt M a d a n  theory of bistoricat materialism. These particub 
iatcrmb arc indicated as dearly by EqeW omissims as by his stlettiom 
W e  any ordinary philosophical account of the dialectic, as that tmn bar 
came to be applibd to the H&an type of lo& would include some martior 
of the schoktic metbod of prtsenting in pardel form opposite sides of aq 
question, and more epchlly of Hegel's immediate forerunners, Fichte aru 
Sddhg, %@a' account leaves them trntn~tiontd, It is true that he 
credit Xaut with having made a si@~ant contribution to the dialectic, bu 
p in ts ,  d o d y I  to Katlt's "nebular hypothesis" as being contniutoiy ia 
ccmcctim became of its evolutionary implications. The dm* of the 
n d c s  which is usually considered in the dirtct line of development 
Hegelian diakctic through the philosapbies of Rchte and Schdhg is 
left out of &g&' analysis. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Y O P W I S T O ~ R I C U ~ ~  
' A m  
T H B P ~ m O F H E O E L  
t h e M a n c i a n s , a s E n g e l s s o ~ e ~ -  
view. It has a specSc manhg which is rrerg 
sed in %gels4 words, as follows: ". . . now 
wmg by his king, not his being by his knowing.'' 
ct m d t m  sense of the word, thia d m e  ahould not he 
for, though not incompatible with a mat~rialistic view of 
d s t e n t e  of all such mysterious eatitieg 
us sick is explicitly denied (though there is nsthing to in&- 
d other non-phenomenal entities of sdeace are to lx hi- 
ba of rejected things) ; aeeondly, the assertion is made that 
of the real world, and that this ia theit 
fore, ideas or thoughts do uot engender hisiorical progress 
accelerate it) ; on the contray, the siecesslty for mmcmmf: 
pmcnt, and the cwtse of this d d o p  
nature of *e 
1 them, aad thereby becoming completely and hopelessly impotent. Men's id- 
according to the M a d a m I  correspond to thc environmmt in which they Ed 
a the h r a d t i ~ 9  of this edonmcnt uc determined by its basic, that id 
its e h q  stni&re. &cadat social systems product within themselves tq 
germs of a new dEtJII aad thest i n a m  produce tbc advanced ideas of t4 
people These ideals m t a d y  a- the behavior of the people who have thud 
often to the atmt of producing a complete change in & social order. - 
After h l i s h i z g  in this manner the abiity of human kings to describ 
and analyze the world, the Marxians then proceed to give their account af it, 
The most jmporhnt discovery ever made about d i t y  is that of its dialectical 
or evottltbmy nature. Tbis chara&stic belongs not only to natural, blrl 
to human history as well. The nature of tbis dialectical movement must k 
wmlccd out in great &ailI and for this purpose it is necessary to go to thl 
facts of history, and fm than, by the methods of scimtiffc pracedure deriw 
in full the laws of its development All natural and historical laws must M 
arrived at by this means; above all things, they must not, if they are to ham 
C 
validity, be camjud up in the human haghation, or intellect, and in a cmn 
plebd, a p&ri form supcrimpod upon the facts, which, in all probabili~ 
would require twisting and altwing to make them fit in, Emgels brings thii 
oat vetg well in answer to an objection by Herr Duebring: "Although Mail 
thdm &owa the occurrence of this went as negation af lhe negation, h 
has no intmtim of-pro* by this meam that it is a historical necessity- Ox 
the cuntmy, after he has shown that the actual fact has pwtdy to declart 
itstlf, he stmows it also as a fact which ful6lls itself in accordance with a c e ~  
tain dialectic law. That is all. It is therefore again mereIy supposition ou 
Herr ~~s part*' to assert that the negatlon of the negation must act a! 
a midwife by whose means the future is bmght out of the womb of t)ll 
present, or that Ma= wants to convince anyone af the necesiity of soda1 own 
&p of Iand and mpitat upon tht theory of the negation of Lhe negation." 
From a similar statement ia the P h h ~ ~ p h y  of Histwf* it w d d  seem 
at b t  sight that on this p i n t  at feast Marx and Heget are in complete agree 
menL For the M e a n s ,  however, this is a general principle of all investi. 
gatian; whik for Hegel it sxym to have k x t  adopted incmistently in thd 
case of history bust of the obvious Impossibility of accomplishing thai 
which follows logically from tbc filrldamen~ p*ciples of the system, namely, 
the dedtrctim from these principles of every thing in this completely "rationalU 
world. 
Ned-  to say, th Marxiam dhgre too, with the doctrine tbat the 
dhkctid form of development must be attributed to the Rcasw as the law 
of its growth %re - be, for the Madam, no "'pure logic" in the Hegeliaa 
sense of a hepstan of a priori cattgorim representing abstractedy the cxad 
and forms, atcording to which every event in the ~vorld must occur, 
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, the statements might be kt&& *- 
g i w a s i y p i d d H q # s a a a l y & o f t h e m ~  
e they mvolve their own d b  
to bc the life and mad OX 
the dynamic which aIoae giv& an immanent comnectio~ 
subject-matter of science; . . . . . . . 
and tradtrsw rightly 
wherever there t Ue, 
is carried into e f k t  in tbe actual world, ihm IWMc 4% 
, It is also the 4 of all knowledge which is f d y  sdentik b tb 
way of lookkg at thiags, tha refusal ta abide bp any ane z h b e t  
understanding is re&& mere cqoity , . . . . whcn we look 
we find that the l d t a t i o x l ~  of the xMite do not wedy coane frmr 
are suppsed to express an absolute diifercmce Tbc two, how- 
thiags in their momnmt, in their chmgc, their fife and their mutually r e d p  
r o d  retations. Thnr we come at once upon contradictions. Motion is itself 
a cwtradictibm since simple mechanical movement from place to place can on 
accomplish i t d f  by a bdy bGing at one and the same moment in one place an 
si@tan@ in arPother p k  by being in me and the same place and yet no 
there And d o n  is jtlart tbt continuous &abkbbg and dissotving of the 
c~nmdiCtion.'''= 
"Bmtk,  we urn closer invdgatim that the two poles of an anti- 
thesis, @ve and w v c ,  for in&um, are as inseparable as they are op 
posed, and that dapite dl tWr oppositiolr, they mutually interpenet~ate-"'~ 
"Nature is the p r ~ f  o didcetia, and it must bt said for modern sci 
that it has furniahQd this proof with wry rich mat&& increasing daily, 
thus has & &at, in the last rcsor~, Nature works dialectically and 
mmphpidIy; tfiat she Qw mot move in the eternal oneness of a perpetu 
recnuring circleI but $oear Ehrough a mal historid evolution . . . . 
Both schools of thought agree to the application to the progress of histo 
of these mmtial prindpIcs of the dialectic. They both maintain, for e~ampl 
that biatwy m t s  itself, not as a wries of separate events which follow 
other ia a eontingEnt, anrcguhted fashionI subject only to accidental, 
wises, but m&er as a rnovunmt a development, a series, the mem 
which (in this case, stages of history) merge into each other, pass from 
to the next ia acwrdance with the undcr1Y;rg and n e o m q  forces whi 
goPtfi 
According to both Hcgel and Ma- the dialectic in history opwa 
fandammt@y in &is fashion: any given state of society at its height and 
ib purity must logically be considered as the thesis or affirmation, tha 
the first membtr of the inevitable triad; but within the cwfines of this 
k c  is mgendetcd by it its own opposite, the "germ" of a new s 
which it will be m t l y  d necessarily" replaced-this " g c d  is 
second stage, the antithesis, or the negatian. The contradiction between 
two opposite demmts 'must in insome way be overcome. This is accomp 
by a sort of resolution in which neither side succeeds in establishing itse 
such, nor is eitbw in any senst andbiratcd Both the old society and the 
ram element, rep-ting the new, are retained, and in a f w d  and elev 
fprm, tq@k they make up tht new stage of history. This new histori 
must therefom be rcgaded as the logical synthesis, the negation of th 
tied which, as Hegel puts it, the thesis and tht antithesis are "awfge 
The apunmt bctwem the Hegelian philosophy of bistory, and the 
" h g t b ,  &dmtwb of ScSarfilk S o & h  {Chas. H. Kerr & Co., Chicago, 1 
1SL * && Smbiha UtopiBII a d  S W f i  82. 
aiw. 33. 
"For the this is a sort of empirim1 necessity, that is, a uecesdty 
m a d  t b @  obuewation of the fa&; while for Hugel, of coursc. it is a logicat a 
d t y , a ~ t y o f ~ r e a s o a .  
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o m  faadmentally responsible for the g c m d  dhmW 
s r n d f o r t h e ~ o f o n e t o t h e n t x L  
of the means of produdm and a c h g e  a p s  in t h ~  
chsscs, Around th- is 
political, religious, a d  iiocEal o rgarb t in .  A d  Jusl SO Smg 
r of t h a  iastitutions m n a h  appropriate ta the pmdhg 
system, they facilitate and it. However* a m  
dialectic, m evolutimwy, that is, they must eh;urge m k t d y ,  & 
and pass eventually into new and fittur form, Ud-, 
the d k r y  of production is developing d y  ammrdiog 
diar to it, the fm of ~~ that is, the subaidhq h t b  
forms of distribrttign a d  the camespa* c c m a d ~  
to keep up with these -, become then inapprwiate, d 
&ct of the old and the new takes the farm of an a n b g d w  
which represat, W v c l y *  the old form a m  
f, and the new form which is attempting to supersede k Hi& 
then, are brought about by elaas stmggles which . " 
w a d  w, which is e d  in th. economic Z Z  
the new d a l  system, werthmwhg by means of rtmluhn 
'has been defmcting obsolete retatigns of pJodu#W 
such polutims is a mew mangemat of mchy in wM& th 
have little place, and the former m&er cIass cawqucntIy go@ 
asavestigedy. Thewarring-,of q 
coondc intensts; bat &is d w  ItOe 
f d  and fused, but st i l l  existing form both sides of the antagonism. Thus em- 
bodied in the slew d c  system there appar on a higher level all the useful 
fta- of the old method of production. The old featurn in this sort of 
mdhat ion  with the new features which the old have generated, and raised 
up against thandyw~, constitute the conmtt material of any social system. 
This general and rather abstract scheme of historical materialism seems 
at first sight to Ix quite didereat from H@s philosophy of bistory, yet 
thtre i s  r d y  a swprihgly close parallel between them. In pointing out 
this correspondence betwacn the imprtatlt features of the Mancian doctril~e 
with those of the H @ q  it is not intended that there should be implied a 
delihate attempt by Marx and En& to follow the order aud method of 
Hegel's int- merely substituting for his working f a r e s  the quite 
d&rent forces of their own ctmoeption. It is nmch more probable that the 
two SOeialiSf phitoxphm were so sdaeped in the general metIicd of Hegdiatl 
dhkctic that they applied it as naturally and freely to their social philosophy 
as did the o r @ d  author himself. 
As stated before, the H q d h  conceptian of Spirit corresponds with the 
Manciaa notion of the economic forces of society &ce each is held to be 
M c  to aU historical p r o p s .  In each system there appear dso corresponding 
campdons of a complete society* a society as a whole, or a "concrete society." 
A~~ to Hqd, the general color of such a society depends upon its his- 
torical level, that is, the stage so far attained by Freedom, of which it is the 
cametc -ia, in its p v  toward compIcte realization. In mikart  
cotltraet is the Marxian view that any society taken as a whde, with its -d ig-  
h, plitieal, aesthetic, and i n t d ~ m a l  institutions and opinions, owes its pat- 
tern and tone to the stage in the development of tbe "tool," or, in other words, 
the degree of compliatim and effectiveness attained by the means tbrougb 
which tconomic goods arc produced 
Thmc is also a peculiar resemblance between the two v e q  diicrent: instru- 
ments for afE'e&g historical progress- For both Hegel and the M a d  
the "pm" af the new society is generated witbin the "shell" of the old, or 
to use an &on emploped hrst by Hegel and later by both Marx and 
&gds, the "germ" of the new society appears "in the womb of the ol&" For 
Hcgtl the "gem" consists of the ideals held and striven for by the more 
advanad and enlightened portim of the group who somehow gain a rcaliza- 
tim of a more dw&@ Freedom. The "germ" in the Marxiau system is 
morc compfhttd New and morc efficieat methods of production come to 
take the p k  of antiquated tooh and organization; new methods of p d u c -  
tion involve an altered form of distthtim, to which corresponds, of wuret, 
a new h e u p  of tcoaomie classes: the new methods with their h s  and 
class ideologies arc the "germa' of thc new society. In both systems, ideals 
play a prombat part (more so in Hegel's than in Y d s )  but, whereas, for 
Wegzl, these ideals appear from the mtional necessity that Freedom &odd 
become completely sdf-&us though a gradual sc6es of connected s w ,  
- - - . . - . -  - # 
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by meam of =If-posited * t i m 4 ! l  this case 
or less freedom-for tbc Maacians t k e  "idealsb' are induoed 
~ ~ e s s ,  and represermt more or l e s  ftankly i€~c d c  
classes copcerned, and the function they serve, as ~~ 
empluyed by them in their stqggle against =dl 
primacy. And finally, it is necessary d y  to m e n t h  
confIict, for both, is a '%gk synthesis" whicb the 
antithesis, haw been a~fgekobm. 
and imporhint to note that both thinkers state explicitly 
dcsignatd, Comtihih th 
nu ddm of a p p E d w  to in- 
at. h fbct, it is necessaq 
the two philosophers to apply their gaerd- 
beaome convinced that neither in t h w  nor in piactice was 8Udl 
that Morx incorporated 
conclusions as to the role of the ''great 
y. For Hegd the "'great man" is simply unusually wide-awake, 
capable, and as a M y  explained, discovers before other people 
in the development of Freedam, strides forward, leads the 
it, a d ,  of course, sooner or lam, s u c c d s ;  since the 
is destined to m c  anyway, all he can possibly accomplish 
of acceleration. This view agree essentially with that of 
ds that the great p o n a g e  is made by favorable &cum- 
and fortunate to be the leader of one 
warring classes, which exist independently cf him. If the 
he is the head is victorious he becomes a hem of hishy, and 
i 
It Is uccemry a m  t;o give in -*um with Hcgel, t& more c o n d  
Mantian *, tk&Y h,'@ thewp as it is applied by Maxx aud Engels to $ 
main d i 9 l i W  of w. W e  in Hkgil probably &e bare theoretical sW 
mmt of the phihopby h b r y  is mom signiicaat than his application of ' 
k the wdhgs  of the Madam tbe pact id  appIication is undoubtedly of 1 
more value, bmust d m  a d  more prcciw than any of their st= 
m- 
After having u &t material factor is dominant in hista 
Mam ~~ that the pdomhnt element m the material basis 
eccmdc. In this Be from other materiaIistic philosophers I 
history as Bm&e snd ~dontcquiku qn thee grounds: hisby js fuadammtal 
a chaoging 7; therefore, a thcorp of history must above all thiqs i 
~ & t  an @anation of the fact and the manner of this change; since i 
o h  that what is in ibdf static caanot produce what is esxntially 
me& an explanation of histmy &m$y in terms of physical cnvi 
xnust be 'rtjcctcd, and the more adequate interpretation accepted, that 
production expand and develop &mu@ an inner nec:essityl of their natu 
and that ezlcE! important alteration in the toots, or means of produdon, 
accom@ed by'a ccrrrespdmg change in the mtire social organization. 
U p  this economic basi~, the Ma+ divided history into three 
d sr;rges, as follows: (1) prwbiliatkm, or the eta of primitive 
nbm, (2) cXhtim,m or thc nGgn of private property, (5) the 
futnre communism In this threfofd divis'ion there is more of a su 
of the Hcgelian .triad than its merc figrvt three, for the future state 
m d m  will be r combination in a v e y  r d  sense of the two prec 
s & p  Its communistic btures will be very similar to those of 
tiw coamdm,  but they are to mt on o foundation very difEefent fro 
of its primitive ptedccessw. Instead of thc pwivilized mahods of 
a living by hunting md Wing, the communism of tbe future will 
the advantages (withut the flagrant disadvantages) of a highly matu 
chine Masby, the pmbd of the k g  years of development during the 
of cidhtioa 
The second manber of the M& general histotical triad co 
to Hegd's e o m p h  perid of history. Hegel refuses to graat p 
' 1 s  dwll # faem a ~ t t r i o u a  innv force, ht j u t  tht u s i d  tv~lutim 
impromwlt of bh, 
wThis w d the d " u v i k t h m  is from L. Yorgau, but his use of the 
W m t  as a m y m  for "pia-ddidanR k not foll#ul 
is, or how EE@ reme-& ttris with @QUS and 1- 
the M h a n s ,  the period of c i d h t i ~ h  of private 
plow, which b q h t  about a 
making &very p d W t  and t h e  d m g  i: into d s -  
Hegd does not ncagnize 
it h&s bem e x p d  
record, such as a code of laws 
divisia within the pcf id of civibtim m t  for the 
difFerentfomsofsoci~basedutiasmwyformsofprivakc 
stage there are two main c h m .  the eqhittxs and the a- 
of the means of pductim and the work= who -te 
for t hse  divisbm of 
by attributbg aII historical clump to the opatiOn of purely "materid," 
that is, c c o d c  caw= 
T h s  it was held by the Mamiatls that A n u ~ t  Society fell h u s e  ~t 
was so w d m c d  by the clagh of &mm, and -use thc slaves would no 
longer fight in the in-b of their masters, that victory for the barbarians 
proved an easy matter. It was "the oommm nrin of the owtending dasses." 
The serf tookdht p h  of tbs slave, because he was found more profitable to 
operate the very h g e  holdioga of laud that had grown up, chiefly as a result 
of d b x y  vichim on the condncmtsrl tcmtorits now involvesl; in thc historical 
p m .  The serfs did not require mapcdsiw as slaves did Thus feudalism 
begstn with only two main class&, the landlords and the serfs who worked for 
them 
Tbis condition changed, however, with thc appeamce of certain inveni 
ti- esphlly the cumpass, ships, and ~ o m c  of the arts, for these new tooh 
brought into dstena a new dass of merchants and artisans suitable td 
their use, thus paving the way far the transition to a new socia1 system. 
This transition periad from feuddim to capitalism was the H o d  of tbd 
guilds, of petty, or handicraft industry, and of the free cities. The invention 
of powder and printiug strengthened the merchant class and the new b o u ~  
gtoisie at the expenst of the bdlords, Rivalries between the &eater ad 
the lesser nobility were i n t d e d .  All classes came in c d c t  ; the monarch 
and the guilds, the monarch aad the nob'ity, the nobility and the guilds, the 
guilds merchant and the guiIds artisan, and the new GpitaIists and dl the rest 
Frequently these strugg1m took the form of religious wars-md in this ate 
gory must be placed the Thirty Years War, the Huguenot wars in France, 
and the insurrection of the Puritans in Enghd.  
The e c d c  transition from the mtanap, band produetion of the dis- 
appearing feudat system to full-fledged apitalism was gradual and compli- 
cated. Its analysis occupies a very significant part af the ecunamics of Marx 
(cwtriag a Iargc and important section of the fist volume of Capiid), and it 
may, thtnfrrre, be viewed as sort of a, axmeeting link bttwm the phrlosophy 
of history aad the economics proper. It is particdarly significant in compari- 
son with Hegel because it iavolvcs the use of the Hegelian categories of quan- 
tity and quality in a pmrliarly Mantian manner. 
Capitalism has been from its very begianing a process of the cwcentra- 
tim of capitat. Tbe method of production from which it dweloped was that 
of the individual ownership and we of the tools, and, ~scquemt~y,  of the in- 
dividual appropriatim of the product. This comparstive1.y equitable arrange- 
ment k u s e  of the use of fortunes amasstd chiefly by merchants, gave way 
to the inequality which is necessary to ~P; takn .  These fortunes were spent 
in the d m  of factorits which were, to begin with, but dargements of tbs 
old guifd worhbp; in other words, thcy were the rest& of merely quantita- 
tive cilanges, Btit this grouping of many workers under one factory roof 
Tax Lww I m u m a  w OH bdA9;8 
dehite and oompk" Thcsc qualitative c b g c ~  were 
f labor, (2) the ixpe by Mmt m a  of the samt bob, 
individual to S O ~  production had bem accomplished. 
of quantity and quality, occur in the hrrrt & d i v i h  of 
. (They will b; more Idly d & w d  in pmectitm nUh 
of due.) They form the thesis and thR antithesis, respdmly, of 
the synttbesis of wsth is measure w Mars. Under tfie category d 
a patliar relationship Mwcm quantity and quality is brought out 
h and Etlgels, and especially later Maxiaw (these last some 
r i t i d y )  have made a great d d  M a e  speak of "qumtifative 
W n g  qualitative changes," after the degree. of quantitative c h a p  
~d a certain point. Tbis relationship i s  expiessed by Hegel, dhtss- 
rue, as follows: "'The identity between quantity and quality, which 
+in Measure, is at first only implicit, and not yet explicitly se&d 
words, these two categudes, which mi te  in Masue .  &m a certain 
of their own. On the one hand, tbt quatltitative 
may be altered, without &&ng its quality, Otl 
s mcrease and dknhutioa, immaterial h a g h  it be, has its 
g which the quality s&rs hqp"W Then foSIows a long 
ms. In &c Marxian system, this connection occur5 not d y  
cited above, of the transition from the medieval work@ to tha 
ctwy, but in a number of other instancw as wcll. E d ,  for 
in answer to a DrtWg criticism bringe out its application in cow 
a somewhat different aspect of the transition, though it applies 
bd as w d :  "One may remark the devated aad dignifid fashim h 
~ ~ m a l r e s  Manr say ibc exact oppositp of what he did sap. Mam 
&he fact that a given amount of' value anly transform itself into 
ti as soon as it h attained a defmite minimum, vaying with the dram- 
& in & individual -this fact is hf of the corredness of the 
H q d '  Herr D d h g  makes him say according to tB4 
Q Eegel, quantity is tramfarmed into quality thicrefwe a sum of mcwcy 
b has e e d  a cwtain amount becomes capitall' He sap just the 
W 8 t  
bi taIs t  production only then d y  Ixghb, as we have h d y  awz, wbm 
bd =pilalist employs 8imthtaaeonsly a e&vely 3- m b e r  of Esbonrcrai 
pmqurntty the lahur- mesa b carried m on an -va amk and yidds, &- 
,we quantities of pmPmts. A gram nlrmk of l a h r i  r a  @+I rt 
& PT in m e  place . . . . . in wdw to produce the same mt ef cmuid& 
gb maatedip of o w  mpitalist, constitutes, both historidly and h g i d g ,  the.-- 
int of mpitalist roduetiaa . . . . The workhop of tfit mdhwal mas& 
g is aimply d r g t d .  At 6r.f therefom, the diffe- i e  &. , .. 
rn 
H d  Logic (Chendon Press, Orford, 1892) Section lo& 
hgels, LModinanRd of 'Srifmtific So* (Cbaa E Ktrr &a, aim' wp 
This changc from individual to social production brwght about 
far-reaching resulEs. Its most immediate effect was to so c h e a p  
d u d  by the mom advanced math& that the older, ind~vidual 
f& it hpo&He to cornpte and dropped out. But the method o 
ah@ did not cbngc Jtrst as uuder the handicraft system the owner of 
&I h e  the omer of the product, so under the new s&me the own 
the faetorg and fhe machine d e  the same claim. Production had 
sueid, but apPmpiatiga remained individual. Hiiltoricall~, this e 
change mtant the of ~~ as a social system, for this fundat- 
mead c o n t t a m  ii the w of that system. 
C 
Tbc &tid w m d c  f a t w e  of capitalism constitute the main subject. 
of the thra v o l w  of Cafital. It is necessary at this point only to mmr-  
a$ as a hdth to the matter of the causes and proces of the capital- 
iat &psc. Xn the firat plaa, tho ~ ~ c s  of capitalism must deaI with 
thc wealth of csphlbm This wed& d t s  of a cmdn class of material 
objects which are the p d u c h  of human labor produced for exchange and 
apt for use Such objects arc called by Marx, commodities. T h e  conmu- 
%tics are pmhced by the cIass of workers called the proletariat; they are 
awned by the capitalist: class by right of their ownership of the meam of prp 
d u b .  Capitalist d e t y  is ~~ tssatially of these two dasses, the 
c a ~ ~ s  who own aS1 the wealth and hire the workers to produce more, and 
1. 
the w o h  who own nothin&, but are +dent on the Hvages they d v e  
from their cmplopwr, and wbQ though theoretically free, are bund as se 
d y  to their job as any slave to hia m a w ,  or serf to the wil. Surplus 
d u e ,  the d l r ie~e~ce  bawcm the value produced and &a valuc recdved by the 
workersI is t4e d y  m c e  of gab to the capitalists, and their sole reasm for 
anphyhg labor. Tht inrrplw gods on which capitdim is based, must :n 
ofdm to yidd p d t s ,  be &posed of in foreign maTkets. The old markets arc 
sooo flooded, and new ones are sought after. Thus apitalism is charackrkcd 
by a continual and ever more dcsperate search for more markets. The later 
stages of cspitdism find the organiwticm of prodadan very highly standard- 
id, and on a vast s d e .  T h i s  social system is presetved and protected by 
the which may accufatdy be viewed as tbe s e a l  organ of the u p  
classes to prevent my inftingement of their property rights by the lower 
-. 
-The +talist system, compcd of these various institutions, is fraught 
with manp ~ t m d i c f h s ,  of gmter  or less W c a n c e ,  which makt its evtn- 
trial collapse an &tarid necessity. As Manr sucdnctly puts it; "the capital- 
ist s y m  is so full of iahermt contradictims that its awn developem, if tht 
h a  of its aistcna m permitted to freely work themselves out, will -urn 
it io cokpe#." 
The most colapkte accatmt of the factors and procar of ?his collapse 
may be i d  in &geld b k ,  SocicJh, Ute* WCd $ciati&. Tht fuuda- 
&W -bidm, h tbe asmce of +* ha. k d y  I 
on there art  Ccmh &c laws which ogerate 
ges, which involve the expenditure of mare and mart 
in thb wake the eIim;nltirm of the unfortwnate, ,lamer 
m g h  to malce the hew. Thaw. ruin& 
into the mnk~ of the unpmprtied proletariat, 
features of ttlt d a p s e  of apitalism, namely, the rep1-t 
and more prodactive ma&heryJ and the ever widening breach 
o e c w d t  classes, are given fhe characteristic Hegelian twist 
and EngeIs in many interestkg passages. For example, &rx 
to the dargtmmt of industry through compet;ei~fl: "The 
tive sarplus ppthtioa, or industrial resene 
of a e d o n ,  this law rivets the laborer 
afation of misery, cormpondkg to the ammdatrOn of 
catiwl so w y  made by Mans of ttra Hcgelian maxim of polar apwitts 
$or Marx the capitalists and the w o h  are always "polar opposites.' 
"antagonistic forces," abdutcty to Each other, as such, yet 
most deadly munb, b e e n  whom, m the md, then can be no eorapmmh 
 he' ~ ~ o L * ~  alr@ady mtnfiomed briag about another, more directl] 
indicative of the eventua collapse of tbt capitalist system, namely, the dis 
order known as the periodid &is. The chief cause of thest crises is th 
M i t y  of the capbhts,  m d h g  f m  the paucity of markets, to dispose o 
thcir surplus goods. "The chommw expaasivc force of modem industry: 
says Engcls, u c c m p d  with which that of gases is mere child's play, appear! 
to us now as a w c e ~  for mpnsbn, both qualitative and quantitative, tba 
lam at all rmhtano~" But, "the extension of the markets cannot keq 
pace with tbic &amion of pduc?io~~. The collision becomes inevitable, mi 
as this p h c c  any red solution so long as it does not break in piece 
the capitalist mode of p~~ the collisions become peridc.  Capitah 
production bas bcgottcn another 'vidm circle'." However, "in the= crises 
the c o n W i  between s d a h d  production and capitalist appropriatiw 
ends in a violeat txpfosian. Tbt circulation of commodities is, for the tb 
Wng, stop& Money, the mtans of circulation, becomes a hindrance b 
drmlatict~ All the laws of pductiofl and circulation of c d o d i t i c s  as 
iurned upside do= The economic collision has rcacbed its apogee. Th 
&ode of production is in dellion against the mode of txchange."" 
Whenever there arc contra&ctions something must occur to overcom 
them. In the awe of historyt each successive em is replaad by the nexl 
which is but the mtutton of the contradictions by which it was destroyd 
Thus, in the presmt instance, it is manifest from the fact tbar capitalism is r 
b&de of aontradictions that, "logidy," it must go out ol existence. Th 
Marxians, however, do not rely on this abstract proof, but attetnpt to demtw 
strate from the nature of these economic and social contradictions that th 
contiaucd existence of capitalism is aa economic, a physical impossibidity. 
Having shows that such a system atmot conhue long in existenw 
racked as it is by periodic crises which become inc~tasingIy severe and devu 
tating and. indicate a state of economic disintegration with its consequent weak 
enirrg of ruling daas power, and injured by an ever widening breach betweer 
the social h, with the bolder discontent over their inferior position dia 
played by the lower dm, the Marxians tbw p d  to the practical solutia 
of the problem. In a word, this solution lies in the overtbrow of the capitdir 
system through whatever means may be nec-, by those to whom it is 1 
disadvantage, namely, the proletariat, Engels summarhes effectively as ful 
lows: "This solution can only consist in the practical recognition of the so& 
qttsre of the madern forces of pductim, appropriation, and exchange wid  
the socialied character of the means of production. And this can d y  corn 
about by SOcietJr openly and c h d y  taking possession of the productive farce 
'3 nid. 116-7. 
i t s ~ , d i m i t e a d o f  btingasourccctf d i s b r k m d  
will become the most p w d d  €ever of pmdnction itse~f.'~'' 
important a d  to be attained is the d u t i m  of the fundre 
which this is to be amnplidted is  adoe8sariy 
cal e m ,  to their proper &60tls in the lagid tt.iad It 
tobethe synthesis ofatriadtht &ertwomembtrs of 
individual production and ownership of the handicraft 
, tkc intrahcth of empmtiw which meant the dami- 
dencia ln factI the system mts entidy+ho@ an- 
t to the c h t  thatd though it is mmmesay for p f  
to rely on pure abstract, logid dcductim, it is worth 
the eori&sions arrived at by them on concrete matcdal grwnda 
the pure outbe of tbe dialectic However, this s h l d  not ka 
the ~~ world? C m s q t t d y I  it is perfectly well founded d 
as the negation of the negation of capitalism, this dm& 
t d u d o n  with capihlkm of m W d  pduckioa poas 
vidual ownerahip of feudal day$. Ft&m aocieQ w 
on of m a s h i p  as wd as pro&rctipnI will te a negation o€ 
b e ~ t h a t t f i o ~ t h e ~ h ~ ~ r i s d ~ ~ ~ t b r l r e  
, ~ t i o m , i t % ~ ~ o r ~ ~ ~ a t p t s d r b y t h E m ~  
the impossible ~ t i m  which form the essencc of capitaliw. It 
W o r e ,  bt -dad, I-, as the ntgatim of the nqation.~ 
T h  arc aevual ways, it atem to me, of regarding the apparent 
of tbis latest triad f r m  the conventhal dialectical form. It is 
to se that h docs aot fit in, at least not wy1 with &e nbsmct 
last manber of wMeh is a synthesis, or combination of the first 
which me &mariCany oppmed, but paralIe.1, and on an equal 
of f d s m  oppoacd by the individual ownership 
mid production of capitalism, and syntbized by the social produttiw 
ownership of cmmmhm o h  no such symmetrical scheme. This fact 
@=in- 
The ~~, and - the true explanation is that Manr 
make free and easy use of H-3 prinuplcs and terms, makhg no 
follow the Hegdh @em in dttait is plenty of widmice for 
q d a t t y  in Cafifd TO such apmsi01*1 as "oppitiw," "negatjon," 
" ~ ~ t i o l r , "  which occur with aome frequency, the Marxians do no 
practice at least, attach an o i  mctapbpical meaniag. Their use of th 
terms is cmtahly a little p u b r ,  but the meaning they intend to emv 
perfectly accephblt, I.gidly, to ummm s u m .  &gels attempts at s 
length to pme h i s  point to the critic Herr D u k  : "But what is this drca 
ful negation of the nqatim which makes life so bitta to Herr Duehring . . 1 
It is a vcry simple process, and one, raoreww, which fulfills itself every dafi 
yhi& my child un undcrstaad whm it is deprived of mystery, under w h d  
tht old idtalistic ghihraphy found a refuge, . . . . . Let us take a gmh d 
. barley . . . . . let such a g r e  of barley f d I  on suitable soil under n o d  
conditioas; a complete individual change at once take place in i t ;  under thr, 
iaflueace of heat and moisture, it gembafcs. The grain, as such disappears, 
is nqatcd, in its phce ariats tbt plant, the ucgatim of the grain . . . ,. Bd 
Iet us take a cultivated onmmeatal plant . . . . . Let w umsider the s 
and the plants M o p e d  from it by the aldtt of the gardener, and we ha 
testimony of this negation of the negation* no longer tht same scads but 
tativtly improved seed wbich produces more beautifid flowers. . . . . . 
every new negation of the netion, increase the tendenq to perfection. 
This habit of very fret adaptation of He~lian concepts is quite sufficient 
txplaia dl dhepacies  between bdartdan and Htgelian triads. 
Howwcr, anather possibIe, though much less probable explanation of thi 
p&rlicuhr case must be investigated A feature of the Hegeliian 
which is werIdd by almost everyone, though rcfemd to by Hegel 
in the intmduction to the smaller Logic, and alluded to by McTaggart in 
Studies i# tht Wegtlbn W c t i c #  is the fact that in the Logic itself there 
three difl-t t y p  of W c  strncture, a different one for each of the 
T ~ ~ X ~ G I C C L L U S L ~ B ~ C # Q O ~ ~ ~ M * ~ *  la.
hh*, o r ~ * ~ h y t h e a n t i t b e s i s ,  
r c , i s t r u t y a ~ o f t h t t w o o f ~ s i n ~ b  
~ t t b a n t h e o t l m , a n d b a t h h a v e h c k v a t e d t o t h e  
tiha M c f f z  tbe anti- 
&ins within i a f ,  therefore, - - of its logid  parher. 
dde types of the dialectical triad, the Maficiaa p h  of 
to conform most c h I y  with the d- mN s;m;tnh 
but in view of the f& that the BBarJdans used 
in this mmdoq the typc of triadic relation employed by 
fw*basMtalrcnupinto 
of fcudalh, namely, rndwtdual . * .  @don, 
stage of C B m r n d ,  as the 
d e d q m m 1  from the anti- 
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to He@, tht reaEms of law, moralitya and the statc constitute 
or momeats in the comp1:ett reahtion of Freedom. In fac~ ,  
dizatioDl of Freedom can be reached only ia the state, lnxam 
the culmbtim of social ethics, is the union of objective and sub- 
&m. F i e l  in this sphere of d B ,  objective and subjective rtfm 
opposing and abstract stages in the development of right, namelyI 
nght and morality, the state may be viewed as their real synthesis. 
discussion of the drst phase or member ia the triad of right, abstraa 
dudes analysis of the role and significance' of property. A man 
f all, according to Hegel, h a person among other pwwm-h 
, he must have certain rights, maintained, of m3cI by law. How 
tial atso, that every person become aware of b d i  as a per- 
reflection in cxtemal reality. This state is attained through the 
command, the right to use, and to dispose of pmperty. "But, when 
possessioa of something, I get a tangible existence, and in 
an actual will. This is the true and legal nature of pro- 
constitutes its distinctive character."" 
's attitude toward the ~Uective as opposed to the private oftmuship 
fdhs  naturally from his philosophical interpretation of t h ~  n+- 
rty. However, he makes sui5ciently eKpficit statemeat of his be- 
and his opposition to equality in the ownership of p r o m *  "m 
nature cannot btcomt private propmty,-In the agrarh hws of 
be found a c d i c t  between collective aud private ownership of the 
vate ownership is the more reasonable, and, even at the expense of 
s, must win the victory.-Property bound up with the family trust 
aa element which is opposed to the right of personality and private 
, . The idea of PIato's Republic docs a wrwg to the per- 
him as lrnable to hold property.'"* Explaining tbai the abow 
of ownership, Hegel says: "Since wealth depends u p a  
the distribution of goods would, if introduced, soon be 
t does not ynnit of being a r i d  out ought nat to b6 
Men arc equal, it is true, but only as pcrsousI tbat is, only with 
to the source of possession. Accordingly, every one must have p ~ k  
is the d y  kind of equality which it is possible to d d t t .  Bbs 
not purport to be a complete expaition of Wcgel's PkiIo~opAy @ R' kt. 
vc -mf bclodhp mly those f a N n  of the theory to rh!ch 
Ma& d o c k  
y of Right CG. Ml ik Sons, tandon, 1896) W o n  45. . 
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paad this is fotmd the rtgion of particular persons, and the question for 1 
6nt time urmcs up, how much do I pa-s? Here the assertion that the d 
pertp of wery man ought in justix to be.equa1 to that af every other is fd 
since justict cEemands mtrcIy that every one +odd have properiy. Iada 
ama@ pmms variously mdowed, inequality must occur, and equali~ woi 
k wrong."r0 
Hcgcl'a ~~ towards sIavery as a form of property is i n t e r 4  
Slavey itself stands cundumed; nor a n  it be justified on the gmuuds of 1 
sepmtion of 4 aad body. "If we hold fast to the side that man is ah 
W y  free, we condema slavery.'m1 Nevertheless, Hegel holds, it depeDdir 
the hit  ady& on the shve himsdf. Slavery is a condition of the wo 
w b  a wrong is still a right (to be remedied, apparently by some sort of a 
~~ adam on the part of the slave). That which the M d a n s  dl "waj 
slavery" is mt incttlded within the above condemnation of slavery as slll 
Hegel makes of it a neat acccption : 'Thc use of single products of my partid 
k physical mdowm~lts or mestat capacities I may hand over to others fa 
b i t ad  the1 &ace, & a time limit is recognized, these products may bt m 
tobavfanextcrnaf&timtomygenu&aadtotalbeing. If Iwere tod  
pmc of my whule timc made concrete in work, and all of my activity, 1 well 
b giviag up the essence of my productions. My whole activity and mati 
m shm, my purionaIity. would be the propee of 
H@s interpretation of mious Iegal matters, such as mnhcts, crh 
fraud, and the Iike, arc intemting when compared with Mnrx's. Cantrat 
acc~rding to Hegel, the b f  beginning of a common will, but arc s 
alt- arbitrary. They permit of d i m c a t s  such that one or both pl 
th may be dtha: (1) wmng, in which a e I  compensation is in order,' or ( 
frauddent, whem~pon the only compensation is punishat, or, again, ( 
criminal, and thcn m e  ffwm of legal punishmmt must be invoked because 
the following high-flown nature with which crime is endowed, "In crime, whi 
is wmng in its proper seast, neither right in gmeral nor personal right is r 
spectd. Both the objective and the subjective aspects of right arc set at dt 
anct by Tbw, Hcgd maintains that violence done to my pmpen 
is injurp a h  to my will. 
This -ti011 to h e  legal aspect of punishmeat is not accidmtal. The p 
posc of punishment is the restoration of harmony, the cancelhg by &rib& 
of the wrong which has been committed TI& sort of adjustment can 
brongbt h u t  onIy by the law, since the revenge of a private person is but e 
other wrong, r e q w g  further adjustment. Punishment, in fact, is but f 
neassrvg aamplement of h e  or wrong-doing, its other side, wbich is 1 
*red to bring bomc to the criminal the fact of his having committed an offa 
1 .  
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law a9 will, constitutes a transhian to the next pbasc, or 
on is the imrer c d m  and identity of two things wScb 
€odgn, and not of right to beIong to the ubniad. But punishment 
dcstatim of crime, the othw half which is accesswily presrrp- 
f i t .  Retribution laoh like mmethbg immod, like rwengt, and 
seem to be^^^ Butitistheconceptiwnottht! 
1 CfCrnQlt, which car2.k out n&hth"" 
mtp is itself but an isolated stage, as abstract as the first stagc, of 
:'right, but a nmsary mnphcnt  to it. Together, they ca~titutc the 
&sing terms of the tiad of which the ethid sphere h the synWts. 
p dXers frofa right in the degree of subjectivity of tbe individual. !lb 
dty objective rule3 of conduct, and esptcialIy of prol;ibition, must be 
the more complete &tion of Freedom, subjective conviction, or 
Jn the sphere of M o d t y ,  which may also be termed the sphere 
Right, or of the 'Right of the Subjective Wilt,' the Person bb 
I Subject His gmmdity, his will, no longer Qdsts m e d y  for d m s ,  
n 'atate of =tart,' or in the form of an aggregate of piirely objective 
; it &sts for the person himself, in tfie iuward forum of , 
@ye tbougbt, of conscitnce. In this more favodic 
lanted bis freedom, which &us first danonstmtw itself to be more 
a thing of the mind, or of the inward apirig than of extend 
reat r & W ' f S  
c third, and kst stage, that of ethical o h a n c c ,  tbt re* 
ethical priucipIcs, is the will i d a t i d  with the conception of it 
this conception for its content. For the will  mup it be- cf 
e univedty of its acts. "In brief,'' as Morris accurately puts % 
con- of the ~~ of F& is unfolded and actualbed ia, 
a d  worId of @ed humaa and spiritd rch ths ,  in w W  
is objectivdy d t m ~ ~  to be, not the attribute of k I y  
ke' i f f d b i d d s  (brutes arc su& individuals), but of m s ,  such as 
I:- capable of finding in a consciousntshi of thc u n i d  the true d- * of their own proper self-consciousness and the true motive of tl&r 
t tbat is, of aff p & d y  humaa-a&ty!we 
"The ethid system,'' says HtgelI "is the idea of Freedma . . . . The 
ml is thus the conception of ~recdom developed into a present &da aad 
Intd the nature of ~ e ~ - c o n s c i ~ e s s ! ' ~ ~  Fradom at thip stagc is thus not 
met, h t  true Fmdm in the m-F& which is not o p p d  
mt united with me~sity. As such a union of Ercedrrm and ntcessitp, 
*M. Section 101, additioa 
W M d s  (G. S.) Hcpat'd Pkawupky of tke Stato d of H i r I q  (S. C G&ga 
1@3?) 30. I 
*M. 43. 
7 pkilob~pk5; of ~ + k t ,  s e e k  la * 
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d i d  waxl, fully dcvehpd in the atatt, bas at last attained ratiodim 
"Tbt &id material i a  mionaf, because it is the system of these phases of ttrJ 
idea. ! h s  ,- the Absolute Wrll, the objective, and the circle of nece  
sity, are all me prhciplt, whose clanmQ arc the ethical forces. They rule the 
h s  of iudipiduals, d in igdividuats as thdr models have their shape, mania 
f e t i o n ,  arad -.'= 
9%~ d t y  of ttds atrrge is -4 ia three levels, (1) the family, (2) thr 
civic contttdty, (3) the BWC. "The family," said He@, "is the direct sub 
atantivc reality of the Spirit. The unity of tbt family is one of feeling, the 
fttling of love. . . . . fpvs is in @ the consciousness of the unity d 
mydf  with aaothek" It is neccmuy also that there be a pmpefly h i s :  "6 
is not though that thc Wly has p m ,  but, as a universal and lasting per- 
soa, it nesds a m and sure p s d o n ,  or rneanagq' 
The family* which is the h t  and u n i v d  member of the triad, is negated 
by t& civic -, which ia the -sing diiTerence. "The civic commtr 
nity is the realm of M c r u ~ c e ,  intermediate between the family and the state, 
although its ~~ f o h c d  in point of time the constmction of tht 
state. It, as the diflerence, must pmuppase the state!Jw The reason for th 
priority of the civic community is the necessity that man as a citizetl must hl 
of all strpply his own wants, thus developing the science of political ec~nomy.~ 
H O W ~ V C ~ ~  it is a r t  to the social philosopher that in the process of satisfy. 
iag these elm- wants of maa, there must be a division of labor, an thc 
basis of which society is divided into h s .  Next to the family division 
them is division on an e d c  basis. Thus, in civil society, &ere is thc 
the Jass of landowners and the dass of artisans. With the development of in 
dusky and the industrial class, the fwm of the products of nature has beer 
altered In the productirm of industrid goods, the coopration of three diEw 
mt industrid p u p s  is n w q .  For the satisfaction of individual war& 
thtm is the manual laborer, or the d s a n  as such-the man who, by the d o t l  
of his o m  hands satides d i d y  the needs of somt definite person. In rnanw 
facture, on the otherhand, tht pa&& needs of many pople arc satisfied 
through the more abstract collection of g d s  produced because of universal 
h a a d .  Lastly, there is the necessary sphere of exchange or commerce 
though money, which is the general medium, representing the abstract value oi 
dl the merchandise. 
Thm, there ia the mhrd  class the duty of which is the protection of thq 
u n i v d  inttrt9h of d c t y .  This cfass must the~fore be rc4eve.d of thr 
necaity of providing for itselPg-its supprt reits rightly on the rest of so 
" IM. ' s * h  145. 
ZW. Wona 158, addition; 170. 
Wlb i8 .  won la pdditirm. 
=In ,thir d o n ,  Hegd refers to, the politid ,sccmnmists, Smith, Lay, and 
R i a d o ,  mdimting a knowlcdgr of them whch mght poss~bly have had some bearing oa 
his thmry of d u d .  Sectiom 189, note. 
IW. Ssaioa a;. 
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h i t  T h & c c o f j u d g t , f o r c u a m g f e , ~  
d c t a i a a d f o a t h e a g u i ~ ~ t o f  
f ~ l G t e ~ t b e m ~ ~ e t h e f ~ d e C i s i O L L S ~ f  
as a mnedy- The policc, too, must give F m i d  h c e  snd pm+ 
fhaasdva are to bc subject to police r q d a t h  
i. Not * e t  foirk, them, but #he reg idah  d 
In c m n d c m  wi&  ti^, which l~nrc ap 
regarded by Hegel as hevitabe, the qutstiotl of pwerty am- iW 
f t h c p a o p f c w h i & ~ a s a r e s u l t o f  tEatama&gof great&& 
with Ndther pmr-homes nor publicly provided emp1oymutt can re- 
the distress of the pmr; &ition is thc only adequate m.ucdy. 
The state, which is logidly thc supreme socaal institution, is bo& r a t i d  
msary, and there ia no option about betom& to it Even ihough Yhe 
subjective wil l  of the individual fails to &owledge the state's sup- 
the mtiond, or true wjll must r e q p k  the -9 of the law WE& is 
law. l'ht laws of the state ate biding bawsc they am df-impoaad 
e rational wilt. Thus the union of Freedom and necessity is brought h t .  
manaer, Hegel gives his view of the cwmce of the state : *'htbna&yb 
abstractedly, consists in the thomu@ s u d y  of universality arrd indi* 
Taken - d y ,  and from tht standpoint of the conient,'it is the 
of the objective freedm with subjdw f d m  of the general sub 
ve wilI seekiag particular ends, F T O ~  the standpoint of the form it con- 
in action &ermined by thought-out or r tn ived laws anrl Pr;ncipIes. !Wr 
is the absolutdy &and and necessary Mng of spirit. The idea of the 
is not concerned with the histmid origin of ti* tbe state in genead 6 r  
my particular state with its special rights and characeers."" 
With rqprd to fhe "btxrnal constibrtion," HegeI says "The constibtbn 
tional in so far as the active w d h g  divisions of the state axe ia a d  
the =tun. of the mceptim. This 0-8 whcn every me of ita ftmEc 
is in itself the totality, in the sense that it & W d y  contains the other . Thest- efemmts, toob though the dhb&oaa of tht uy- 
on, remain strictly within its ideality, and d t u k  m e  l n d i v i ~  . . . . . The principle of the qmmtim of functions contains the 
ement of differenceI that is to sayl of Peal r a t i a d i ~ .  . .. . . The * 
of the state, the executive and the lqidatipe, as they are caUcd, may 
e independent of each other. Tbe state 2, tbm, forthwith wmzhrown. .* 
Following the above mttaphysid in- oi tbe a d d  %qm~ 
"He@ thengiyeshlsowrlaccauat~f themanner in which* 
divided: "The political state is divided int:? three subat@& 
"(a) The power to 6x aud &tab&& the uaiwrd y .  1:s - 
a=&#. w o n  note. 
mlbrd. SKtlous 272, 27& note 
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"(b) The power, which brings p&ti& spheres and individual cases rtn- 
der the m i d .  This is tfac function of govcmmmt. 
"(c) 'Fke fundion of thc prince, as tbe subjactivi@ with which rests the 
h a l  dedsioa. fn this function the other two are brought into ~ I A  individual 
Imity, It i s  at one and the same time the ahination and the beginning of th 
whok h c m & u b d  mun~chy.'~ 
Having in this m m w  introduced the constitutional monarchy, Hegel 
p c d s  to imbt# it with b usual t w ~ p l i ~ t c d  abstradom. In  a note t;l 
the saxme s&oq be S878: "ThC pecf- of thc state into a consiitutionat 
moaarchg is  the work of the modern world, in which the substantive idea bas 
U c d  tke hkh fmn, This is the descent of the spirit of the world into 
itself, the f* Bgfdcrn by virtue of which the idea sets hose from itself its 
own t l ~ t a ,  and nothing but its own elemeats, and maks them totalities; at 1 
the same t h e  it b ids  them within the unity of the conception* in which is 
found their r6d d d t y  . . . . , 
"But t k ~  -rims forms of the state, wbich belong in this way to different 
wholea, are in comtitrtthal monarchy Iowared to their proper place as el+ 
m-. fn motwchp we have a single pmmI  in its executive several4 ia legis- ; 
Mon the multiaide,''~ 1 
At thc head of the d t u t i d  mtmar&y, there is, of course, the mon- ' 
arch, or the #'The M o p  of the prince," said Htgtl, "corrtains within ' 
W the 'h el- of tht totality (I) tbc universality of the constibr- 
tion and laws; (2) thq c@, or reference of the particular to the the- -1 
mssf; and (3) thc h a 1  decision, or the sdfdetermiuatioa, into which all 
c k  mkum and fmin WE& It receives the lxghhg of its actualitp." It docs / not follow, however, from the impehg maturt of the princely functions tbat , 
k ~ h S m s g f f m d b e h q m a s u p e m r a n . A U e g i a a c e , i a f a c t ,  isnota 
matter of um derived either from h e  ahre of the office and its o q p h -  
tion, nor from peculiar capabilitits of the ptrson who holds the office. "A mwr- ' 
arch is not: m n d d d e  for bodily &m@h or intellect, and yet xdliona permit 
themselves to be ruled by him. To say that mea petmit t h m d v e s  to bc gov- 
erned contrarg to their iatemta, ends, and intentions, is preposterous, since men 
are not so shrpid It is their d a d  the imrer power of the idea which arge 
them to this pasition m opposition to their s e d a g  ronsciwsness, and ret - 
them in this ~ z i ~ n . ~ ~  
The d k m s k  of the intend constitation ia followed by an account ox 
e x t d  sovereignty, undw which topit belongs ttte subject of wars between 
nations. 'Wviduality, as asexct&w and indqmdcnt existence, appears as a 
relation to dm df4~pendcnt states. The indepcndmt cKitstmce of the actual 
~pirit hds an m t  ia this general &dependence, which is, therefore, 
the drst fradom and h@st dignity of a people." Herein is to be found the 
ethical demcnt in war. War is not to be regarded as an absolute eviL It is 
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or nations, in acts of injustkc, w in an* which 
w h  to the abovc d y s i ~  of the state may be qmtd 
the Spirit stands ahwe nature, the state stands above 
hum honor the atate as the divine on earth, and lam 
cult ta cotletive of nature, it is W t e I y  harder to ap 
- , ',' . - . .  . .
. . - . I -  ..a .! ' Car I *L 
- ;,-I- 
& " - , ,  t.. L;. . ,. 
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Madams mgml thc atate as the special weapon of the p e e d  
against auy qpsition to W r  supmaacy fmn the p-lcss dass 
tbdr d- W thia h its mle f u d q  the st& can have come intrv 
cxhtum onfg wikh W gmw& atUf d r t  of classes. In addition to the 
state, ss shch, tfrsrt is# fjBt ac&d ~~t ofrlCe3, and dostly connected with 
it, are cmbh other p t m b  ma&r&ss wtapma, namely, the ldws of the state, 
along with the of h e  pople in firm of anything tending to support 
1 tbe qw, awl ~ mydiag whicb endangers it. Thus, the Marx- 
ians, too, in a way, m d m e d  thc state a tyntbis. It k a s~nthesis, or me 
lution of the @ka Mwem tbe Wo anbypistic b s t s  in society. 
On tfrc qu& of pmpr& Marx is in sgrcemmt with Hegel as to ih 
ftrndamcd hprbme, Howeorr, Marx fails to inmt it with the same 
mchppb+d L mt m y y r y  to the d i d o n  of individuality, 
aor h it posscsg namwy cbkd PriMrt pmpmty, accatding to 
the Madaw,  is fifndaumtal ta the state, hcauae without it the state w d d  
h o v e n o ~ f o r ~ ~  I t i a i m p o r t a t t t t o a l l ~ i n s o u e t y b e ~ w  
the foan of ownership of property i s  at the W s  of all other socialI political, 
~~, sad W d  M ~ t i o a g .  Thua in the M a d m  system, private 
properly d m  neither a metaphysical nor an e t h i d  interpretation, The 
aptanation of its origin i tzrfrcn essentially from Louis Morgan's Awigllt 
Socbty, and is briefly as follows: Primitive canmumism broke down through 
the d d q m e a t  of field p s i d u r c ,  which madetpouible tho rompnition of 
aach mdi~daat's pdncts, the mading off of lad rnto private plots, to bc cul- 
tivated by private persons, and l k w k  made mbt ownership of hmm 
beings, which was thm for the &st timt ur#ftil 
On the matter of the possibility of equal ownership d pro~~rty, k t  is
m q b e  between Marx and Hegel. Not only dots Marx deny 
that r d  qaalitp (that ia, quality of needs as opposed to equal dividon) is 
dther wrong or ~ M t  but, he holds it is the e8smct of c o m m ~ ,  the 
syskn w4ich follows naturally after the mliapse af capitalism 
Chattel sbmy is not o p p d  by Idam QU any such philosophical grounds 
i, clam diPisim of andent Saci*, a d  to be outgrown naturally with the pawing 
5 of &at sdw. It is autgmwn, not beaust of the "reahtion of Spirit: but 
d b t l s e  of the- of the economic forms cm which it rests. The 
L- , sort of of ant's M t y  to labor foe. a stiputat.4 pcfiod, which Hegel - 
not regaPd as 9nd therefore condones, is considered by the Idam- 
E ians the spcdal form of slavery pewliar to capitalism. It is d e d  by thm, 
of commdties, and they =change equivalent for equivaknt. 
looh only to h h d  . . . . .'"' Thus, while Hegel assumed ths 
thc doahant econBpnic class. Contracts first became i m p d m t  with 
of capitalism, because, whereas n m h  former soda1 system* wtmn 
tEris system, them i s  a formal m@on of' the quality of 
dt;ltings, thcref~re, become bkbiag thmugh a " f ~ ~ ' *  
not to the labcmr-it M tbC device 
attitude toward mime, fraud, 
and so forth, cannot be the same as H@s, since 11[@s ad* 
ch the Marxi;ms do not sub- 
sppear later, the Marxiam hold a sort of dativitp view of 
ng to which each d oode (none is pmment) m p m b  
social system, and is m e  of the mmaansl by which the lower c h i s  
issive, and the system is maintained. C ~ u t x 1 t l y ,  m so far as 
, a o d c r i m e ~ t o t h e b r e a f t i n g o f  eontracts,astbeydotrow 
~ ~ ~ t o ~ i k r l i s m , a n d ' l R i u ~ o u t  of 
q a h s t  this g%terir 
in this regard, Ma% 
most parl quite cmuigtwt. Whm in bis histories, Mwx spdm 
statement in tbc &ht ~f V&1taJs stmge ocwtm- 
s of the  Marxian aystaa is the theWg of N a W  
KWI M- ~ $ r  POU-8, 1- 
e b w ,  19W) 584. 
necessary. 
Though nothing vtt~r dc;tinik is said, by either Marx or Engels abou 
n;rtttre and function of prmisbmcat, it is fairly obvious from the ten 
the necessary ~ompleme~t, he other Mf of h e ,  that there is 
physid ~ ~ o E ~  them, m that thc criminal is necessaril 
by the pddmat Wed . a t  b b h  Onlp r purely utilitarian view of 
m a t  - fit in with the Marxian scheme of things. And in it 
aenst, this can apply + in a gwkty free from classes of exploited an 
ploitere, Under  am, pimidmmt is but another tool of ttlc capit 
ctassagairistthtworkers. 
R e  the iaterpxetadion of morals &gels gives a fair statement 
thc M& pitio11: eBut if we now see that the three dasses of mod 
society, ihc feudal adstocrag, the bwgdsie ,  and the proletariat have theif 
dhtbctht atbid  systems, we csn only conclude therefrom that maakind con- 1 
scioudy or r m d s f g  shapes its moral views in accordance with the mate- 
rial facts tapon which in the last instance the dass existence is based-tipod 
the economic caditima undu which production and wchange are ca-1 
tied on. . . . . Up to thepresent tirue d ctfrical theory is in the last hstattcti 
r tcstimmy to the d s t a c e  of certain e c d c  conditions prevailing in any 
community at any particuIar time. And H proportion as society d w e l o d  
dass-mhgahms, rnoratib became a cIass morality and either justified the in-; 
terms and domhatiotl of the ruling cIass, or as smn as a subject class be- 
c a m  strong umugh, j- welt against the domhtiotl of the ruling cks 
in the itlkrcst of the subject class.'* 
fa tb ~ ~ t m e  book, En& points out that there is a ceftain truth in Hegel's 
recunchtiw of f d o m  and ntatssity. "Hegel was the first man to makt r 
ptoper txpIaaation of the rdatim of freedom and necessity. In his eyes 
freedom is the m i t i m  of necessity, Necessity is blind mty in so far aro 
it is not undcmtd, Frsedom does not codst in an imaginary iadependmce of 
natural laws but in the knowladge of these Iaws, andhin the possibility thena 
derivtd of agqlyiag them inttlligtntfy to gim ads .  
#d . . . . . F d o m ,  therefore, mis t s  in mastery over ourselves and 
m M ;  it is, therefore, necessarily a product of histofitat develop- 
mtat!'n 
The hrxians d h q p e  with H@s idea that the family is a divine insti- 
*etlgcS W w k d  of SchitiSc Soddirrn (k & Rrrr L a, Chlw, 1BM) m4. 
Ibid. 147. 
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in con&&lq in bmkhg tbcir prof& m o d  d e s  than to the 
wong of thcir acts. However, Marx's perfect consistency on this po 
perhaps g u c s t i d e .  It need d y  be m m h 4  that cvtn in the ideal s 
of tht Manrians, mimes a@mt the person, such as murder, wiU be, if 
punished in the oroEinary sense of the ttrm, rrt least mtxained in every 
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M & t e  h c t e r k t i a  which must not and cannot ch- ? ? W y  
hold, are subject to the most complete chqat, each of whkh is  
ective of the pmaibg ecomwlic sirmti,on. &gel3 & c r i b  the 
the' mm- family as follows: 'me transition to fun p6vat.c 
was accwrpIt&ed g d d y  and simultaneously with the tmndri(py~ 
ting family to monogamy* !I%@ ~ ~ O U S  family kqp to bE 
unit of society.''w From this it follows that the p e m m x  4s-, 
d y  in its p e n t  p a d - m m ~ w  state is very improhble. 
Mandans agree with H@ that it is an the basis of the division of 
k t  c h e s  in w& farmed o r i g i d y ,  but thcy do not agne 
da is tht foundation for the present dass division. They gr-ant that 
rn abe t l ~ o  C I ~ ,  tbe ~ ~ n e r s ,  and tho= who do rn rn any laad 
k of, h t  for ahem the class of landowners uuder apitalism dl but 
k t .  The nm-landowners are not diuidcd by the MaJacians in the 
~py are by Hegel, a c c o ~  to occupatim and product, but a d g  to
m&dp or nm-ownership of the means of production. n u s B  to the 
divisia of industrial c h w s  into: the artisan, who satisfies the wanh 
Zviduals, the manufachmr (by which he seems to mean both the mnct 
9 worker], who produces for the g e d  public, and the merchant, who 
&out the exchange of gods, is o p p d  that of the Marxians according 
kh society is divided in the maia, or tends to be divided as apitalism 
ps, into the class of capitalists whD own the means of pduction, and 
lorlrcrs to operate them, and the workers who own only their capaciq to 
mere are aIso &divis'rons of these two niain d ~ s e s ,  nwgnkd by 
wxbs, which arc often of dderable  importame, fox their intcresm 
iPage aad bring them kt0 h r p  d e t  with a& other* These impor- 
h l h i s i w l s  of the ppiW dm arc: the industrial capitalists (-fa-, 
td, and mine owners, and ta a laser went capitalist farmers), IUCP 
, and hnanders (bmktrs). 
he prolctatkt may also be divided on the basis of ddl, Thk $dllsd 
ts may be said to Zncltide the c b s  of prof&mahB such as doctors, 
3, iea&m and even state oi5cidsB police and soldiem. 
I addition to the.se classes, ckacteristic of capitahq there arc o e s h  
t& of pfevkw systems. For mnmple* tbwc i s  the pdously mcn- 
class of landowners, who do not manage their W as capiralktic enter- 
but rent it &ut to tenants, Then, too, there is the group of h a n b f *  
v o r h  who own their own tmh, buy aad setl thet awn  product^ Tbc 
grocer who does not hire work- nor work W f  for wages, Moqp 
to this group of disappearing chsm, as does sIso the hd-owniug paant-  
"ditim may be mentimed C& miscelktne~~g w: th p r o f d o a d .  
s and &minds, the comparatively few remaining titled nobilityJ H@B 
mu mdB p h p s I  the priests. 
jtrdgcs and police, who are dowed  by H@ with such edM 
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capitalist state, whi& is aawt of tbe most kpmhnt of tlaE capitatistic w 
againat tht w&em Bcgatding the docotine d kisseg fake brought 
mhtim of Osc 
With H-8 Tather ihc 
d t p d s  ort the appamlce of 
labox, and that it tbmfore into d t e n c t  coinudmtly 
a g r i e  & Madam are more than PPilling to agree. 
jcct Hegel's metaphysical iutwpretation of these, for 
facts &'the world d expieace. T '  facts are not true because 
nccewq, ,as Hegel thiuks; the Madam hold them to be "logicaI1y" 
because they have been found to be true 
The state according to Rtgei is both *'mti~nal and necessary!' FO 
?&&am, it is not d y  #of in my sense "rational" and binding because 
im& upom all thotie within its boundaries, as Hegel 
trary, it is for the nonluliag dam, which constitutes the 
thing very mu& opposed to their intemsfs, and the chief itrS 
they we Bepf hi bodage, It is manifestly "necessary" 
by Hqel), that its appmmce was inevitable in the 
nust. In this a=, its disappsuame is a h  "ne 
contrash his own view of the state with the 
"The state, then, is by .no means a p w e r  
ndther Is it the 'rdkation of the ethiieal i 
-of reasan', as Hegtt maintained. It is s 
stage of mlutiw. It is the confession 
divided a p h t  itself, has entangled itself in irreconcilable cwtradi 
it is powerltss to banish. In order that these contradidcms, these 
@e* txollomic interest 
melts8  m e ,  a p w e r  
powtrful d e  class that by force of its economic supremacy 
thc d i n g  politid class and thus a m  new means of subduing an 
ing the oppmscd massca. The antique etate was, therefore, the state of 
slave o~pfsetdl for fEtt purptwe of hoIding the slaves in check The feudal s 
was t22e organ of the nobility fur the oppression of the serfs and depw 
'hs LpGLCAL Imn$Ercts 08 - OH BBAPX l39 
The mdcm qrcaatatiyc state is the tool of the & a t  -loib 
ans do not consider the state in arry form an idml or m- 
m theref~re wrongly referred to as State Socialists) 
quohtim from lbgds: "The state, then, Bid not 
have been societies without it, that bad no idea 
association of tbt producers, will bansfer the 
of state where it will then belong: Into the Museum of Aatiqties, by 
the bronze ax."' Then, in another work, 
nto stak ~ r o p q .  
cticm (slavery, serfdom, wage 
e State was the official representative of Society as a whole: the 
g of it tqgether into a visible cmbdhmt. But it was this d y  in ao 
was the State of that class whi* itself repmmted, for the time being, 
existence based u p  our 
d excesses arising fmm 
by virtue of which tbe 
really constitutes itself the representative of the whole 41 society- 
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mmsure Z& v& of& pimse ~ ' i r o e  
botll to its usc at .t by agitators, and as to its ultimate sci 
M c  ku6dctlcy; and also the of tbe so-called anarchists for 
a t i m  of the *te out of 
Then, M a  snd &gels in collaboration: "Whea, in the course of deve 
ma, class dstkdotis have disappeared, and dl production has bem cort 
-tad in the hands of a vast association of the whole nation, the pubi 
will h e  its p o W  character. Politicat power properly so called, is 
b e  organid pww of me class for oppPessing another. If t h ~  pro 
during its cmtmt with the bourgeoisie is mmpckd, by the force of 
strmcts, to o r g a h  itself as a &a, if, by means of a revolution, it 
Wf the d i n g  cbs, and, as such, sweeps away by force tbe old condition 
pmdudoq h it will, dong witla these conditions, have swept away the 
dikioxu for the d s t m c t  of &is aatagtAms, and of classes generally, and 
thffcbp have a b o l a  its own supremacy as a class."*r 
With the Hegelisn interpretation of the "internal constitutimw and 
"sqwatim of functions" accordmg to which there may be functions, but 
cannot be Irtally gtparate from tach dm, but, as with the notions, each 
contain the others, and be w e  with the others, the Mahaas can, in a senst, 
agree. Sinct for than the sEate is the tool of the master class, ii  is fanda- 
mentally a unity, and any i n t e d  separatkm, or "checks and b h w "  must 
be for the most part, if not a sheer farm, at least of but slight significance;' 
though, sometimes, d a l l y  during the tansition from w e  system of society 
to another, mcb as that in England during the birth of capitalism, it is truc 
that the stntgglc between branches of the governmat may bt very violent in- 
dasd, since each branch, at such a time, may represent a fadon of the govern- 
ing class as a whoh 
Hegel's peculiar ~~ of powers into the legislature, the governmmt, 
and tht prince1 which fm&on to 6x the d d ,  and to brhg the parkiculnr 
under it, and so forth, finds a0 paraflcl whatever in Marx. Except, perhaps, 
that for Marx, boo, the pritlct or king in a umtitudonal monarchy may be 
d d d  a sort of synthesis of, &am he helps to preserve, or rather, is a 
s p h l  of, balance behaen the wpposiag groups of lan-en and capital- 
ists. When Hcgel speaks of the ''legidation of the multitnW' the Madans 
a n  but dbgrce flatly, saying that such a thing never happens in any sort of 
a monafchy. They agrce h d y  that the prince is tamally not in any sense a 
' r ~ ~ , "  or "remarkable for bodily strength or inteI1ect.N 
Xt h, of mume, a truism in the Marxian philosophy that wars between 
natiok have, not as Htgtl m e d ,  the function of & i  "the 6rst 
fteedwn and high& digaity of a people," but rather a m d  material object, 
"This &OR is more ohm w t a d  "wither a& as in I.+'* k d ,  T+ 
Stat8 a d  thr Rwokrtion This t m a h t h  is more popular among Mamaas W it 
it more &c and ~QIC &w of t h  ud of the t b e s  di88-c~. . Ihmh s o w ,  Ute* ad s&Mrig=!i127. 
Mprr aud -4 C O W  dBclllif#b (h. H.&rr & CO, ~ltieapo, 1918) a 
- .  
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mdtets or d d w I  for which the ~~ in each of t?ae caw 
of the peqctuatica of dl), namdy, a W l i o # w y  part; that, aa Mwx 
it is the midwife of every oId S o c i q  when it is pmgmmt with a atw 
that force is the i n m e n t  and ~?IC mans by which social mavemtnts 
&&way-aadbreaIrap thedead andfodized p o W  forms; 





The M d a n  *stem of ecananits is p s t m t d  in a work d k d  C-d 
ts of three volumes. Volume f 3s a treatmat of the essmthb of 
st prductim; Volumc I1 W s  with the proem of =pit&& chdatha; 
~ ~ i s a t t e a & o a t h t ~ a o f a ~ ~ e c o n o m i ~ s a s a - ~ t  
nus that little dgdlcanci!, in point of view of its relatiaship Mth 
, can be attached to the lare fact that the work is c m p d  of 
es, the number of pa* in a triad, far thra volume woda arc tm 
, and M- origitdy plannad for the three voltma of C O W  to 
of four hoks. (The f& paas publisked after his dath, as a.aq@xak 
but has not ken M a t e d ) .  H m ,  when the cantents i f  the the 
essredd&itisfmdW,m-agrorrp,thcydose~mb&up 
of Hegdh triad, pmW1y of tbe firstI or purcst form. The h t  two 
consider two merent p-, that of poodu&mI and W pf 
on. These p r o m  are first treted abstractly, in in art%ciaf, hlaM 
on, separated fmm each othcr, and from dI otlyer qualivng idhi- , 
in the third volrrme, the sodat anal@ sai O O m ~  
we two prbcesses ver~r much qualifPed and by the mkx *- 
ship between &a. It is very p a s ~  is this way to view the &id 
as something like an Hegelian synthesis of the other tw~, &QF it is 
e nature of such syntheses to tinite in a mdkd, elevated and abaw all, 
ncrcte form, tfR'O t a m 8  WE& have been abstracted f ~ r  p m  J 
According to Heget, this tmdency to a partial, isolated dew af tlthga 
e ta the involunbry form of copit?m characteristic of the 
ng:" wK& must be mmatd, or made con- by tk .d 
xven H@, howevtr, does not d e r  tb pa&l view wwy 
s, for it k part of big metaphysical doctrinc batt Red@ or tk 
, cu&b not r n d y  of the last dkomphte r e c o p 1 ~  but is 
sed of everg an-c phe,  and every syn-, however kmqbte, 
appears i the j m w s  of its logical uvolwtim. It &us 
appreciate the intention of bs;trx whm for ptuposa af more mcufate &i& 
complete anal* he isolated and consid& separately the important fa-. 
mftheapitalistsptem M a r x ~ o n t h t p & a c i p k t h a t ~ t h e ~ & m  
&f a definite tendency in a aomplex situation is dawd by its mnbu 
&er tmdencies, it: still has truth iwnsihd apart from the d y i n g  a- 
and an hsped81t of it by i td f  may be hef i e id  to our mnkrs-, &' 
dw whole to which it behm Therefort, it is psibk for him to i&@b 
l * ~ & ~ o f i t s s t l P e ~ ~ ~ ~ e , f o r w M & ~ ~ ~ ~  - 
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&tmthoftb;c&myof v s r i u e ~ ~ i t h r : & s t v o h m a e a s a  
to alter its o p d o n .  The same applk~ to the tnlth o 
-pitaliat circmwiobl as embhed in the & 
aid 11 mntaim tac mdym of the & ftahms of orrr 
o f ~ t c h w t h e y ~ i a ~ p u r e , o r a b t r a c t f o r m .  Itismthis 
& a t t h e y ~ t c m ~ e % i n t h e ~ ~ ~  The 
v o l u m , t K b i c h d e d s - w i t h t h e ~ ~ i t ~ l y  
laws. 
A t s n y r a t e , i t ~ b a t n ~ ~ y d e a r t h a t t h e t h F e e  
tk f%ct that the abstmct p- of 
w t i v c  of thc ~~ proas 
wndusiaa Xt ia not at all slid in 
~ f o r m ~ a n d e q u a u p i m p o r t a n t ~  + d d  not be ~~ amtqpnisti~ to be thignated as 
The d y  thing to do, apmt ly ,  ia ia view this an jmt one more 
thongll maaif* -I. Heg&a.tl twist. f idk does the 
9ecoxdhg to ddarx'~ own intcstion, it was to Ix in the na 
af a supphmt rathtr than an htqd part of the hrctieal system, 
histay of tbE t h d e  of value, which wm to bt tb subject of this 
m kdly  be S?pdcd as interfeting &Qdy with the symetry 0 a dc,, 
Of the W e d  docthe contained &thin the t h e  Potme, d y  
Wries of d u e  and money as stated 
m c e  to this Qamparisoa For it is portions of the d 
amd h e  atl, arc characteristic; of the ankhor in his most 
htive mood, when his Hegcliaa t d h g  and i n f I u v  are 
-id, merefore, it wiU bc sufF~cient as an ~ ~ [ w  
impartaat investigation, to pass over =pi@ the contents of bhe 
of the work 
In the first p w  of the h t  vdume wealth, value (h Idnds), price, 
and eaphl (five W) am dcfincd; thrie of -, m p h  value, 4 
. ~~a lpcsateckvdopcd ,dtbep~of  cidtipa,insofarasitisucccssarg' 
to production itself is t m d ;  the Eemaiader of the b k  & f o m n h  
for the ram of pm6.t, of ofurplus value, and of ~loitatim, gives a histoy 
of tbc -&on of fhe machine pmces& givm sbwc3 ol! inhttiat 
ditions for l-m, and m y  mts a theoy aad history of 
a c c m l & h  1 
T h t ~ p a r t o f V ~ I ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~  
~ o f d u & . d ~ a n d t h e y w t ~ i n h i g M y ~ H e g e l i a n  
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On the other hand, the analpis of the magnitude d rate of SWPIW 
& follows, is W t e d  in &ctIy mathematical d s e r  tharr Htg.efian 
The mm part after that, dmttd to history and statistics 
of capitalism, is, with the exception of & 
mtirdy free from Hegetian iduaces. bstlyf a clear- 
drical proof, as contrasted with the earlier - spacub 
argument is given of tbe theory that primitive accumulation is p r h d y  , 
swing, but robky. 
The second volume ~s to be of little value to the complete doct- 
of its taborad, involved, 6 d a l  and almost unreadable form. 
with a diswsiaa of the c idat ion  of capital and of cwzsumab4 
Idcringty complicated 
purely hypothetiad 
gummt turn brgdy on the distinctim between 
aad the productiw of goods for cmstzmptim. 
in fht first chapter or wo Marx considers the fwmulac fw bse 
the intcrmdate term. This 
the similar subject in the first vdumt, 
of tbe abstract 
ith the cotmtep 
and the actual situation in the light of these modifications. 
s to increase surplus value are explained, along with 
cts of fluctuation of the market on manufacturers' income. Ram 
m d for the phmomnoo. of the 
d t a  of a change in the composition of wid). 
rate of profit are seen ia thc effects of the oom- 
petition of capitals. This is the "great  con^^^^^ because it invoEvts 
the consequence that individual commodities do not exchange at prices flu* 
around their a r h g e  dues, but: at prices which fluctuate around 
their prices of product i~n .~~  Since these prices of production arc t h d v t 8  
based on tht bdantian value we have here r d y  no contradiction but mthet 
a h e  example of the operation ;of a tendency king influenced by other 
Gndencits in a m p l e x  situation. 
The k t  part of the volume is devoted principally' to the division of 
sarplus value into rat ,  interest, profit, and taxes. The f o m h  of great 
trusts and monopolies is also prophesied 
lalE$lgcls DQi- out that many of tbt form& arc of no p r d d  d w ,  8nd tQs 
lmk is lax& filled with h. He has taken the tmubk to summarize and -£y 
in a few p g a  thc formulae which h given in All, a d  which cover h ~ ~ ~ d r a d s  of 
He Explams, h e r ,  that thcp were mUy a4y M a d s  notes, and by no mmma 
pwcd by him for publidon. Th .errmd .Id third volumes af Cafital nn p l l b l l s  
by E m  same yeam after Ma= died. 
1Mlabrida saya h t  tw "great mntdhh'' Is nc$ an Inconsistatq ia - 
but a tme e t a h  of an a c t d  mntradktim in d ! W .  
Htgelian cxpm&ns in Volame TI1 rn c m p a t i v e t y  few, an1 
scattered; the reaaoaiag for the most park, b couched in economic 
&an phitosophid tam. This may be dm to the fact that Engels cc 
the bmk, and prubably wrote a great deal of it, from very incomplete 
d m  
. & vm ....u.A>.uu - -. -*. 
be produced for exciyuqp 
C&d (k E Kern & CcI, Chiago, 1919) t4L. 
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of what they arc physically will exhqge for each ather. So use-valu 
'is a matta of tbe physical p m p d ~ s  of the object, annot bt the 
due.  Bat then, boo, there art some things which possess we-value wi 
sunnhint may b mad& It is &dent that d u e  must 
wbicb sll commoditien have h commoa, and also, it must b~ som 
which they will not exchange. U9c-value d m  not satisfy t h w  
mrr docs any partidat physical quality. E m t r ,  abstract 
does satisfy -wery r c q h m t  fdy,  d 'musk, therefore, be 
the value demtnt in all d h .  
E ~ v a l u e  is not identical with value; it is the 'Yorm" of d u e ,  
"nu& of mqmsdon,'* the "phenomd The 
object, cffl the other hand, is the  tion on of tbis same abstmct, 
thing, it is the matcti.alization of the haman, sirnplq uniform, abstra 
embodied in it. Value itsdf, then, is quite the opposite of the coarse mat 
of substance; as such, it m t a h s  no maw at all; consequently, it 
discernable in the body of an individual wmmodity, but meals i t 4  
in the social dathship between mnmoctities in *xchangc+which is ano 
way of saw, in the  value^^ 
V h  is by its very nature mrsccptibh of measurement; its basis is uaiv 
sal tabor, abstract and unqdf ied ,  jits measurammt, therefore, must 
sought far in its duration-labor-the is the measure of abstract labor, 
comuperltly, of valuelW Since -value is but the form of vatu 
fokw, m i n s  words, that "as e x ~ d u e s ,  all cummodities are 
d h i l  m a m m a  d eongcalcd labo~timt.'~ 
Obviously* the ased~lt  srnd the &c of a commodity are, r q w t i v  
its qudktiw and quantitative aqxcts. It is not so obvious, but just as 
that corrqmding to these two aspects there is a two-fold character to 
labar involved in its production. The qualitative side of the wmmd 
is, its osi+Uatue, is depmdent n p t  a certain kind of labor, which the M 
for purposes of distinctiw, have called work; while the value is iadepea 
of the physical naturc of tbe Iabor (that is, of the work), requiring only 
some useful labor, of a certain quantity, be unployed In other words, 
qualibthe aspect of the Iabor is mpdble  for the qualitative asp& of 
commodity, and the same rclatiw holds for the quantitative side of 
Thus, it may 8wndhes happen that an increase in the maberial wealth, 
is, an incraase in the actual body of goods may comespond with a 
ia tht value of the entire amomt-tbe possibility of such an an 
nmvemmt rests, of course, on the fact of this two-fold polar chamcter 
tire factors hvolvcdm 
'O'mf* 4 2 4 3 5 .  
~ ~ I b i d .  35. 
l" UUX, Cn'Diqrrr of PoliPjcPI E~ouomy (Chaa H. Kerr & a, 1911) 
'"lbid. a. 
Morz, Capital. 1.53. 
rn 
the af a commdtJr h its qualitative aspee its nahh 
tb the material being of the objact, 
not fouow from the men dsmlce  
jcct is a aswalue in tbc t~arramic 
, sm the wants of %he consumer, and 
Onty in the act of c o m m p t i ~  
acdmngemhq thorlgh tfic o k ,  or qna~ttitahe side of the &tp, 
have quite the same intimate xttathship with it. Xb cwcct im 
alt, it is important to 
value and a- 
, e x ~ v a l u e  % the form of d u e ,  jui&ying M a d s  str- 
before, that "a -tits dl cmnmdities arc but dtfinite 
care* as e&-whe and usevalue, 
and conb&doy rt lat idps ,  
w a y b e d v d  ThccMnxmodiryisauscvalutmdan 
h u s e  it is the m of universal labor-- 
er wwds, the ex-value as the f a  of vahre, and in fact, the 
exchaage re fahdip  a t s  tbie pecfSiax, m d  order, that the 
~ t i d p s o f m m a p p s a r i n t h e ~ f o r m o f  a d t t t a t i g p -  
l a b ,  wbich in itself dqds, 
dl, on the so& d a t i d p s  of the Mmers-it is abstract and IS&- 
d y  k a m e  it is - Emever, actually, it is not tl* of * 
but ma& obj- w h M  
d inttmvrst of m u d  or- Therefore, thou@ 
to the physid cammodity i t d f  as usevaluc and * 
abshct Iabor, or value, must never h lost sight of if the 
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use-due. For the owner it is c c d n l y  mt a usevalue, or at any 
is a medue only h u m  it is an m c h q t ~ v a f u ~  tility consists 
fact that 'it will ex- Par the cammw, of course, it is truly r 
d u ~  for it is wbea the act of cmmmpti~ll is performed that 
usedue of tbe ad$& is W y  d kdnbitably d l i s b e a t  But the 
tradictb is ewu~ more ptwe ahan it wodd at first WT. If the 
m w t h a v e ~ , ~ i s , i t m w t b e a  
iR d e  ex&aqemut Thus, in 0- to bt rcahd m 
c x c h m ~  for, if it were mH fw arehange, mcid, univ 
a e c s s  expredoa %change is essential to the 
h~~ uniwrd fabor, 
to becwne sdd* labor must 
adkc ia exchange, or to be -dueI Iabor must be d - - a n  
glaring  OM^^ which Marx also undertaka to solvc. 
The soiutim of the  con^^ is accomptiabad through an 
of the process of exchange itself, for in A t y ,  it is in the actual 
that the acwl solution takes place Now, in ex- every 00 
appeaFg as both a usevalue d exchgedw Its actual bodily 
is, of course, its use-vdue, However, it is obvious that the excfian 
of any ammodiQ annot iW in its own 
d u e  of btn cannot be measured in hats--it is 
euch other in exchange When atl d t i m  q t t s s  their d u e s  
bodily form of a single kkd of mmmdtJr, that kind of m m d i t y  is ex 
-w42#. 
ordinary nm of metchandist and becams tbt universal equiMfcn& 
It is thia feature of the exchange proms which soIves dl tfre 
ions evolved in ita movement, the dificulty of the two-fold, m- 
nature of the mmmodity, the two sides of which are not onty 
but presuppose each other, is c l a d  up, made rational, through 
in the unbend eqvivalmt of the values of alI commodities. And 
this conneetion, the expression ''exchange-process" is used, it is 
quite literafly, for it cannot k said t b t  the contradictions are solved 
exchange relation, since it is a prow not a static condition which 
first contradidan, between we-value and ertchange-value dms not h t ,  
has been the second main diff~culty, of the manner in which 
vidd labor becanw d labor, thus forming the basis of ex- 
ac, is cleared up in the foWmg manner: in exchange, commdtics must 
to cacb other as equivalents, that is, as exchange-values; they must, 
re, drop away from themdm all particular physical properties, in 
w a d ,  fheir use+vdue.s. Mow, the question is, how docs the individual 
in the article become social, which it must before exchange can take 
It is at this point that the universal equivalent comes in and removes 
culties, for it is direct& through thc universal equivalent that the 
vidual labor in commdties becomes social in b c t e r .  The universal 
uid-mt is that emmow, or type of commodities, in the h a y  form of 
d1 other commdities have come to express their exchange-vahres. 
through a social act, the individual labor in the universaI equivalent . 
ts &dked. The M i  b r  swves as a measwe of the labor 
withi all other c m o d i t i e s ,  andI of course, is indicative of the 
Mween &em; in other words, commodities have now acquired 
al, ,and miversa1 basis for thtt c x ~ v a l u e s .  
ut, there is still the first contradiaion, between use-value and e x c h p  
which presuppose each other, dunanding solution. l'hc answer is 
that until the actual exchange takes place, the exchange-value* and 
y th umduc ,  &st ideally, or latently, this idea1 expression being 
possible by thc universal equivalent, or money, the value or ex- 
being verbalty, or ideally txpmed in the price?In 
in the last analysis, it is k w  of the peculiar characteMs 
commodity that this most contradictory relationship, that of the 
tween conrmoditits, is made possible. For, this commodity, thc 
equivalent, has, as Marx puts it, a sort of double use-value, or it 
d u e  in two ways, "Besides its spcdal uwvalue as a pa&& 
, it assumes a universal usedue. This latter kind of wevalue 
its specid feature, unanating as it does from the d c  pwt 
I 
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a dmrd want a- d m ,  fbR veky a£ 't&wngq and ' 
sarrr& -value to *,, that 
&c and d c r t  b. W b t h c m a r e d e d  
. n d t h c a u n e & h & ~ ~ i ~  
@ ~ t o € l l r S ~ ~ ~ o f i t s ~ t o ~ t h e  
amugh to b r t a i d  &, 
d a d  tk cl-, or ,accidmfaI fom of dmUC R is the 
for d other* HoWWer* it conEains 
-ts of dl tbrce &t ias  Rnrsin the same. Therefore, 
~ ~ i t s e l f i n t l a c  
mlm the relative teml 
amtairisd iu ci&m 'term. 
cmnettd and bspmble, yet =-tic, aad, tbosgh t h y  
equaltoea&&er, (if thcywerenottlyg couldnotdmge) 
be reversed without reveffing atso the form, ad, 
of eachw 
C O M ~  fu* 
form ha% a b d y  bean 
ffrst form i s  something. with a csW d u e  dm $0 the aummt of labo 
'"W. 49, 
"*  1% '"ha. 5& 
1% 
and who, is, therefore, made evident & d y  by two c o m t d i t h ~  
placed in such a relation to tach other, that the commodity whosa 
quantitative p ~ ~ i  of a mnmdty m:th d other commoditicz~.~ 
This fatal defect is rundied by the d step in the value mMoq 
as Manc called it, the totaI, or -dad farm. The relative form is in 
other camu~dty w h  there is an inddtite munber of conandties m arist. 
ace, does not hetp vcry mu&. Irr thc smmd place, such a "mosaic" of in- 
64. 
WMarx, in a mote (C- l&) refers to =s relathship au an example of thb 
%fk-dwa of H d n  
-I&& 6268 7~ *ma. PI. 
1WIk'y. 
WIM. 74 
1% T m ~ I ~ ~ c a 0 1 ) F a 4 L ~ ~  
ckpmdat eqmsioaer of v* is wmhltly mconftl; 
the value of P 00mm0dEty is given as a waatn 
!Therefore, this form, too, is dhqubh4 d Is 
of value d e d  tbe fm. 
This h r  form is darived from tfic second by &ply 
ti- in which the EEclcoad 3s tqmss& Thtq if the value 
~ O d i ~ C e p c r a l s ~ D , * , d W ~  
a w a p t h a t ~ ~ ~ ~ d a t i ~ t t a t m S s n o l ~  
e f t h ~ x l e w f o m ~ f # k l i ) a t b :  4 
q ~ ~ R  1 
The characteristics of thfs form are dl derived from the two p 
forms, T f r a s , i t m a y h s a I d ~ a l l ~ ~ ~ n p f ~ i ~ ~ v $  
c&m~[1tary form h u s c  the eqmdwt a- in but me commodi 
W r  value m sla expanded f o m  becaw d commaditics 
dmdmthesctatipm. Thishst fotmisd~gmadbccausc  
by c m p h  rmitp, in tfrat all e~mmodities apm their vduc in 
&tyl b tbis way the b d c  condition of a true ex.* 
tali* pmptiomal." 
m. 
THE TXEORY OF VALUE AND 3XE PHIKORlPHY OF HEOEL 
Of the manacr in which th~ H @ i  philwophy iduenced his economic 
, Marx gi- very little information, effaept to declare that ht 
' with H&an logid cmcq&s. In the &S@KLCG thu~ of any positive 
ge of the parts of &tget's philosophy which &&ad, directly or in- 
, the Mantian d c  theory, dbwverlng the l og id  relathddp 
coasist m d y  in pointitrg out r i m h i h  ill the two systems. 
Though ia Hegel's PMmupky af Right there is a discussiofi of the nature 
f ~alue,l'~ Hegel d m  not bcgiu, as do tht teanomists Ricardo and Mant, 
by pointing out that the w d t h  of sodety consists in the collection of em- 
nomic objects & commdties. However, in this same discussion the 
existence of certain mmomic g o d  which are exchanged for each other, is 
mognized. The one cbacter ist iq apparently, of these o b j a  is 
tbat'they satisfy want, or be uscfuI, a quality of economic goods to be fd 
a h  in Adam Smith, Ricardo, and Ma- In fact, the treatment comes under 
the category of use, which in turn belongs to the first section, property, under 
the fust main member of the triad which makes up this work, namely, ab- 
stract right. Usc, then is the onlp one of the cbamcbktics utmcrated by 
Marx as essential to a commodity which is explicitly mentimed also by Hegel, 
who, by the way, gives its meaning a metaphysical twist entirely foreign to 
tbt Mamian discussion. Hegel explains that in d&re for an object the will 
bscomcs properly pasticulari~ed-~'use is the mlktiotl of my want through 
change, destruction, and consumption of the object, which in this way rev& 
that it has no self and fulfills its nature."1" From the nature of this db 
cussion of use as compared with that of Ricardo and Adam Smith, it is safa 
to conclude that the important Marxtan conccpt of we-due was derived 
directly from the economists, and not from the p h i l q k .  
The next point, on the other hand, that commoditie ~lcchanging for each 
other must have a common basis for that cxdmnp, finds a much morc sip 
nificant paraIId in Hcgd's theory of value According to Hcgel,w it is very 
signscant that objects of any want may be compared with each other, thus 
indicating tbat all have in common same basis on which the possibility of 
this co~~parison rests. "In use thc object is a singIe one, d e t e  in q d t y  
and quantity, and answers to a special usefukeq whea tixed q u ~ t i v d y  
it be compared with other objects capable of' put to the saamc use, 
and a special want, semd by the object, and indeed any want may k m- 
pared with other wants; and their corresponding objects may be eompared. 
This universal cbaractetistic which pr~ceeds from the particular object and 
1s T m ~ ? F m m m c d w - m -  
pt h its 5&al qualities is the valuc Value is the true 
object of cmmbum&i- Taus, Wh Eqd and Marx emphasii thc 
that when objects traPing &&rent p w  meat as eq*ts there 
be gm&biug about ttaem, wddyiag their d;f€emms which is idwitid 
mtasureabtt, and forb& thia d t u t e s  their 
t b , t h e i m b ~ i s p r o p e r r ~ f o r ~ ~ f e a t a r n ,  
theoy, M 5  was indebted to EepL in his own discussion of 
jet M w  quotea from histode whom he aedits with this discovery, 
recognizing w h d n  the awbt  &h&w failed to perfect his s o l d  
he? Mnht?e, "sap, hanot take place without 
a d  up tlae f d w  of the f m  of value. 'It is, however, b 
@tativ&y @ hrh q&&dm w d y  bt something foreign to 
red mtm, d y  r m&d$t for prackid parpoae!'*ln Thu 
~ i s k ~ p W , W t a c f ~ t o ~ e a t t h t n a t u r c o f  thatbas'i, 
Y ~ Q Q  "Th b d h q  of A r W # s  @us is b w n  by tbis done, that 
dimmed, in the c q a e s h  of tkt Patut of eommoditics, r relation of equality. 
The p c d h  ~ d i h s  of the &&y in &&-he lived, h e  prevented bim- 
fm d b d n g  whah 'in was at the bottom of tbis eqdty.""" 
~ t H ~ ~ d ~ M ~ & t h e o t h e r ~ d e c o n o P n i s ~ ~  
that c d t i e s  bave sides, a qdht ive and a quantitative, is attested @ 
the dement quoted above, that "in use ttee object is a single one d-te 
in quality and quantity."' However, wed in this cmectionY the term q-' 
ti@ seems to have the sum W e d  by Mam. when he says, on 
page 42 of CapiJd, VoL 1, tbat "every aseful thing, as iron, paper8 and the 
lh, may be 1- at from the two p h t a  of vim of quality and quantity, 
It is an m b h g c  of many p m c s ,  and may therefore be of use in var- 
ious ways, To discover the various uses of things is the wods of W r y .  
So also is the e&bkhmmt of socially-moguhed smdarda of w u r c  for 
the q d t i t s  of these ilsefd ~bjcck" "Quantity" here and in the quotation 
fmm Hcgd means, pmhbiyl puantity in the sense of the amount of any ob- 
ject e m a i d e d  as a t~scdue ,  that is, an object having ccrbin physical prop 
~ C B .  Ordiaat.lfy, whtn &rx spealuP of an object hsviug two sides, a 
qditatke and rl quantitativq he is referring to the *value and the exchange 
aae ,  d o g  quantity in quite a different and mom characteristic 
when, in the mame of hh discdm of due ,  He@ says, "Quality here 
k u a m  quanw. Want' is a tcrm common to the greatest variety of things, . and d e s  me to compare them," hd, ajph, "In pr- the quantitative 
=w. 
1nM- C @ W  l& 
1Ufbid. be. 
T ~ ~ ~ c A ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ o H ~  
w h i c h i s M I # i f m n t t w ~ t u t i v t i s ~ , ' - i ~ s e c m s t b a t h t , t o a ,  
is lrsing the tmn ''quatitatid ia. a value senst, comqmding with that of 
Mazx when he spci&s of a cmmmdity as being both a d u e  and an 
excbgudue, or a vdw 
W t  of maniug can be attached to the terms usc and use  
e. AU agree h t  ust-Palue is tht qualitative side of the object, and k 
a matter of its physicid p m p h  in relation to certain human wants, T h  
other side of tbe c-ty, for Marx, is t h  exchan~value, the p@m 
ha which c a m d t i ~  m a ;  its basis is the value, or the abs- human . 
h r  cmhdied in the att ick Value, acadhg to Hegel# is something wry 
Merent The p h p W  properticS of certah g a d s  make them tbt obj- 
want It h this &racWistic which make it @bk 
for thm to t d m g c  for caeh other, and which ronstitut~ thdr value 
Thtreforc, w h a  Hqgd h such statemats as: ''Quality here k o m a  
@Q," md, '*the detmmhes the quantum,'- referring to the 
-pacity d the phfical propcrtics to &ern& worth, he is attributing ta 
these objects a quantitative or value sldc, in some smse analogous to that 
'udging from his statemat of the nature of value, the of Mam, Hwmer, J 
quautitative side correpnds, not to exchangwalue in Marx's heme, bnt 
rather to value itsetf, thotrgh no dhthcti011 is givm betwem value and 
exchsn-ue. Quantum Imcrc refers b a dchite amount, but a d a t e  
amwnt of want, or dae, and not the proportion for which objects wil l  
exchange for d o h .  Marx, too, sg&s of a W t e  value, or o ddinik 
i amount of labor-time e d d i e d  in a cmmdtp,  which however, d m  Pot 
. a w : d l y  coincide with the exchange value. It is very difficult to decide 
I &is pint exactly, hause, in h e  h c e  of any +eit distinction m 
! Hegel's part h e m  the two types of d u e ,  it is impossible to tell wBicb 
[ of the two forms he bas in mind It is necessary to d q c d  entidy on his 
wording, and though by no m~ans wry pmcb,  it is most consistent with &a 
inmpretatifm f have made 
The difference between the B d b  and the Hegclian conceptions of tbs 
nature of value has d r d y  been i d i d .  For Hegel, the basis of palttc ib 
want or utility-in other words, H+ represeats the w d I a d  Hdmkt schd 
of economists to which the M& and classid t h e o h  of value are op 
psed The Hegeltan statement that 'value is the true essence or subsbee ! of the object" is w e  of many similar e ~ p r c s s i a  by Matx. But tar 
Ma=, these sta- usually include some referemce to the social fabor in- 
volved, for -pk: the mbdmmt of d labor, all cornmoditits a* 
the ~ ~ t i m  of the sa e s u ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~ ~  for, ~111e6s the object is the p w ,  
duct of human l a b ,  it b not, acFwditrg to Marx, the erpstallhtion of valse, ,' 
wea thigh it has utility, or aawmt-" On the other hand, it wotlld rpcem f m !  
zU Htgel PkiOo80phy of Riga, Section 63, addifim. 
"'Ibid. Section 63. 
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ff@s analysis that eptsy object which is of use has value, since for him, 
o r ~ a n t ~ k t i ~ e ~ o f  value. 
So far it hae been pd'ble to mmparc the Msrxian theory of value with 
d d a r  Hegelian theory. However, ,aft the featares of the M a h  Wry 
which them principles m Hegel's d u e  doetrine have been 
busted, aad the mmhdw of the c m p b o a ,  (not only of thc theory 
value, but of the other economic dactxheg as well) m consist only in 
eation of those Hcgclian logid 
cacqm and temidogy of .f It ila 
w not Mgnr had any parti& in mind while making his 
Thecbmcm of thc -in m m  seemil,nwertheies* v 
5ant. It is p W l c  h k  Mzux had so thoroughly imbibed the logic 
that Itis reaming, mcr* or lcss m-, followd tht Hqgdb 
So umb feature1 of the dmty of value must now be re 
sidared, this time in witb 
&act, uaivmd, human lahw cadtat- the basis 
~ 0 f ~ ~ ~ h i s ~ ~ v c r y  
v e r d  hmct&&e which from the 
atraets fmn its s p d d  qualities is tf# value.' 
mma mtana of m e  Astract bumgn Mimed labort wbich in itself-as 
abiPtrrrea and unimd-&mb na basis b maswcment, Accodq to Marx, 
time .is the meamre Obviody, these matters of d u e  and 
-at fall within the w r y  of quantity. Value, manifestly, con- 
f m  to the hrst member of thc triad of quantity, aamtly, pure quantity, be 
=use, while quantitative in bract - ,  it is not in itself a M t c  quantity. 
Hcgal'r own statement seems to fit it ycy well: "Qwtiw is m m  being* in ' 
*the caat of which the character or &erminatmem ceases to be identXed with 
Being itselfI and is qlicitly set aide or tendered i n d i f f ~ m t . ' ~ ~  Labop 
t i m ~ m t b e o t h c r b d , m a y h p b a G d u n d w ~ ~ d m c m b e r o f  this ti& 
the cat- of quantum (how much)Quatltity, w h  the exdusiaolist char- 
acter which it involves is explicitly attached to its m c e ,  is a Quantum (or 
HOW Much): that is, limited This seems to hold in spite of 
1 U'S skatemtat that, "W all -ti are but d a t e  4 
meas- of umgdcrl labor-thq" which with a h  similar passages seems 
to that t x ~ v ~  is the proper measure of due ,  and should oc- 
cupy tk Wtion of Qmmtum. However, it seenu to mc, the other interpreta- 
tion is tht ttasonable, since, afkr  all, txdmrqevalue is not a definik 
measure of value, but a relative quantity, which fluctuates though the value 
itself remaias consbut 
of Mads -ions suggest placing exdmn~value with value 

XQ m ~ n t ~ ~ c r c m ~ o ~ ~ -  
value and the, docttine of *a, it is possible, I think, to find +fi 
gtardda betweem the M a m b  camp& and some few of the 
&qprisVd mtim cmmbd within this important division. 
Thus* the two sets of codatiw term, usevalue and exchange-due, 
wo& md Jarbor, fiJ1 quite neatly, in tfie manner of their relationship, mdtr 
ITegdh maxim of oppdtim. According to this principle, true opmftq  
dated to Gaeh ot& as p i t i v e  and nq#ivc, are at the same time, i v b l $  
b m d  up with a& other, mutually depeadu~t, even identical, as shown by b: 
hwhble d& of thc ~oamdkiiofl hhvem hem. Hegel's own expf- 
atSaa of ~~ m y  well be q d  rather M y  at this point, because of hi 
imporhat h h g  m the cutbd cmept ims in the thmy of value and ex- 
dmge: 'Pi-= imgX& is wmtlal Merace,  the P o d h e  and the N e w  
fielc: and that Gi this way; the P d h  is the iddea l  self-relatian in such r 
way srs not to be the Hw- aud the Ncgatiue is the different by its& so as 
m o t  to Ba the Paithe T h  cithtr has an existence. of its own in proportioil 
mitisribtthcotkr, ~~~tis&vis&intheother,xndkdyinm 
far as that other is, Ekdd~di&rmce is therefore Opposition; according ; 
t o w h i & h d i & r m t L n ~ t d ~ b y o t r y ~ b u t b y k ~ ~  That 
is, ei&w of these two (P&d and NwPiere) is stamped with a characteristic 
of ib own only in i€s relation to ib other: the on& is d y  ieReced into itself 
as it is refiectsd into the dm. And hw with the other. Either in this way L 
the WS o m  othr. . . . . (1) . . . . Positipt and ncgative are sup 
posed k atpm an absolute &&rmce. The two, however, are at M o m  the 
sarsle: the name of 6th- might bc transferred to h other . . . ."fCO "con- -- - hm two forms. The Positive is the aforesaid various (dSerat:) 
which is ax&mtad to bc -& and yet at the same time not to bt tm- 
a&dd by its rjatiOn to its other. The Negative is tD be, no lcss indcpcn- 1 
dent&, negative sjf-dating, self-% aad at the same timc as N e p  4 
tive mtlst on &ery point have abis its self-relationI that is, its Positive, only 
m the other. Both Potsitiw and Negative are therefore explicit contradiction; 
b o t h ~ ~ t h c s a m c . ~ & a r e m a a t r a l y ~ ; s i a a t i & ~ i s t h t a b r o -  ' 
gati@ of the 0 t h  and of itself. Thus they fall to t& Ground. Or as is 
plain, the c ~ ~ ~ t i a l  d ffmae, aa a d i h c e ,  is d y  the &Terence of it from 
itself,.and thus coataiad the ideatical: so that to essential actual difiemce 
b btt- itse3f as wdl  identity. As As-dating difference it is l ike 
wise m y  cmnWd as the self-id& And the opposite is in gaeral 
that which inchtdes the me and its other, itself and its opposite. The immm- 
ma of -(X thm & h c d  is GrwndWW 
Now the pairs wedue a d  udmgwalue, and work and labor have 
many of tht characterish of opposition an contained in the above quotatiam. 
Wtten h u e  and ardmqpvalue are d d e d  dpmmidly also, in the 
exchgc  pro~ess, it will k seen th8t they have many more. As such, however, 
theee pairs w m  ~~ to by Marx as *-polar opposites" w e  they at, 
in the Grst place, dhmrically q p o d  to eacb other, one as the qualibthe, 
a d  the other as the direct oppsibt, or quantitatiye, in nature, which maha it 
appropriate to regard them as, rcspeaively, positive and negative; bat, in the 
second place, they are as intimately c o n u d  as they arc opposed-they are , 
not only necamq to each other, but, in the last analysis, they a e  identiat 
is p r o d  by the fact that Marx used such e~prcssions as: "the cam 
moditv is a uscva~ue,~ *'the commodity is an cxchmgevaluep8-ami, if tbc 
same -cmmodi~ is both (or 4th-1 of these two things in ~s w q ,  they must 
be identical (in the H e g d h  seast, of cmmc, which does not preclude thjr 
diBcracq but rather depends upon it). E d y  the same sort of analpb 
may be applied to the labor (in its wider m a )  embodied in eommd-  
t i d t  is both labor8 that is, abstract, and work, that is, concrete, 
f B e f m  taking up amvalue md exhuge-value mom fully as they z k  
b 
in the mdmp datiotl, the pair a h d y  referred to, of value and a- 
value must be analyzed under a somewhat diffcrmt type of relationship, still 
within the general mtqorg of asme namdy, that of appraxm. !&OI@ 
the category of a w m  uccupics the psition of second mcmbur in th2 
triad of asace, it sums in many ways to pecuhrly exemplify thc c 4 l  
&ra&&tics of this category, e q d a l l y  in its character of reflcxivmess. 
The &on betwarn d u e  and exdmgevrJ,ue resembles this category in more 
tban the mere mrnnrr of qrcssim, -athough the terms, "form," "pkmu- 
ma," "appnnce," aed the like, uscd in this com~actiq are vwy suggestive 
"The b m , "  says f f q ~ 4 : ~  exphhhg thc nahm of tbe category of appear- 
ance, "'must appear or shine forth. Its shhing or dection in it is the susptn- 
ion  and translation of it to iannediag, which, whilst as reflecti0n-m-self it ia 
matter or subsistame, is also f q  daetion-o21--thing&, a subsist- 
which sets its& aside To show or shine is the characteristic by which 
is dhhgubhed from *by which it is essence; and it is this show 
which, when it is d e d o p d ,  shows itself, and is Appeatance. k c e  a w &  
ingly is not d i n g  b p n d  or bebind appcwanw but just bccawe it is the 
ess- which dsts-the existence is Appearsncc (Forth-shining) . . . The 
appearauce which is thns created does not stand on its own feet, and h its 
b&g not in itself but in something 
Now, exchgevaIuc is not only expressly called the appearance of valow, 
but it is explained a h  that it is the sort of an appearattee which is identical 
with that of which it is the appcaran-for is not the commodity a twPsided 
object, a use-due and a d u e ,  or m e x c h m g d w ,  value and ex- 
d u e  used interchaqdly keause asentidy the same thing? Ex- 
value's chief distiaction from value is its dative natureI its dependence an 
"others," b t h  of which f i c h u  ctionrr @given by Hegel in Ihe abve q m b  
tiom to cWerentiaG -ce (as grwnd of atistmee) and appeamnce I? 
l ~ l o u k ,  Section 131. 
"'Ibid. Srdion 131. [ 
t 
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4 ' ~ ~ , "  end 9rchaqpdut as its kcpadle, but quite 
&ha& countwpad, its dative e x p r d m  as " d d o n s n - s o m ~ " -  
TO p h q ~  this &tion more closely uadtr one of thc subordinate categories of 
a-: (a) the world of a- (b) *tent and form, (e) relation, 
f i e  and parks, and the like, is a very &Salt thing to do. I t  beam more 
d c a  to tae first two than to to &id., but m o t  be placed d e t e l y  
litlder uthcr of these, &ce their p e d a r  characteristics do not seem to apply, 
a e *  
Now, we must cmddw the d o u s  conMctions of the exchange reh- 
tion--the d c t i o n s  w M  have a d dstence,  and are not merely merr- 
bl diEcukh, IP fht h# place, the mamdity both is and is not a u s e  
d w .  This p m d d d  a Z t & h  for Hqpl is not at all impossible, for .tvcn 
d t s l  4 hd& that a thing may exhibit conbadictory attri- 
butts, from a t  'poimb of view. "A notionI which possesses either or 
b t h  of wo mtkrany cuntndcimy d, for instance, a quadmgdar dicl4 
is held to bt logically falsa Now dough a r n u l t a q p h  circle and a red- 3 
lineal arc no leas cantdt t  ma&& geometers never besitate to treat the 
~ a s a ~ l y g c m w i t h ~ & k -  
The contradictory shdm in ex- be- uswalue and exchange 
due ,  and value and a ~ d u c ,  bought about by the fact that the mem- 
bers of M& of t k c  paha prc-qpose each other* receives ample 
H e  jdcat ioa  by the bme fact of being a cmttradi&u~--since for Hegel b 
d c m y  situations are not only ~ s i b l e ,  bat the n o d  state of real- Y 
ity. 'T& of q d c h g  by the maxim of Excluded Middle (which is the 
maxim of ahtract undcmtanding) we h I d  rather say: Eveythbg is oppo- I 
site . . . . Conttadictb is tht verp moving principle of tbt World: a d  it 
is ridieuloua m say that mmdictian i s  unthinkable. Thc only thing correct , 
in that statcmmt i s  that contradictio~. is not the end of of the, but canceb 
iwf:~ ~ n d  nifh this  st a-, ulat colltradictioas must m e e l  them- 1 
selves, or be dd, Marx ajpes perfectly, for a w r d h g  tu him, the ex- 
-process comatittttes just such a solution of all the above contradictions. 
The dution, which d hinges &t; or may k said to be accomplished by, 
the u n i v d  equivalent conforma beautifully to the requixements laid down 
by Hegd in w n h t i Q n  of the k t  quotation: 'But contradietian, when can- 
celled, does not la* abstract i d d t y ;  for that is itself d y  one side of the 
umharicty. The proximabe result of oppsith (when realized as contradic- 
tian) is the Grotmd, which cwtaias identitlp as w d  as difference susuperseded 
and d c p d  to e l m s  in the complete 
However, before tht z m E P d  equivalent is rrachad as the all-decisive 
sol= of the Lvolwd in the e x h n g e  of -tics, the re- 
s a b h ~ e  medn Marx's dutim of the c # t r a d i b  Ixtweep usevalue and 
1. exchangewluc, and value and exchangedue, ari- from the fact that 
, though thqr (that is, &e two members of each pair considered as 4) must ' 
both At, the uristence of acb presupposes the existence of thc otherI d 
Hegel's d i d o n  of actuality, possibility, and the &, shwld be considered 
without tau much ~~ being put u p  i t  According to H w  the actual, or' 
the d world, the 00rlaete d t  of the dialectic movement, is, a.q the 
I 
I that which was fomerIy the potential, or the d y  poasibl+whi& m- 
howwer, bE '*real possibility." Consideration of the possible and the actual 
introduces another elemeat, namelyl condition, or the &gent, which is the 
othcr without which the possible d d  never have become actual. 
there are many other priadples included within this category of actuali~, they 
do not seem to have much bring on thc M& doctrine at present andsr 
consideration. It docs, horn=, stem p d d e  to make a s iecant  corn$- 
son between the above important ~~ of this cattgoy and the pot& 
existence of usevalue, txchange-value, and d labor, which become actual 
daring the c o m e  of tht essential exchange process if cmhin c d i t i o l r s  do not 
fail to mat-, for aamph, there is a cammer ready, for w m  
physical p r o e e s  of the object constitute a real w a l u e ,  and who is in 
sessim of the n e w s y  commodities (usually money) to make the ex-:, 
and W y ,  who is able to oyercomc whatever other difficulties stand in the 
way of his coming into coiataq and d g  a bargain with the owner of the 
d t p  in qu& 
Now, returning to the u n i v d  cquivalentI which in another smm is a 
necessary condition to the potential dstence of the +arbas prqmtiei of tkc 
d t y ,  it may seem queer and distorted to place it under the category of 
ground, which in the logic precedes thc d-on of the a d ,  appearing in 
the hst membtr of the category of essence, while the actual is the third metn- 
ber of this same catqipry* HoweverI if it is currect that (to again quote 
C r m ,  with whom I agree on &is pint) " . . . . the Hegcl i  dialectic of 
concepts, . . . seems . . . to btas a pudy external and appsmhate re 
scmbhce . . . to the notion . . . . of antithetical m d i t i w  of dc@" 
and further, " . . . . the Hegeliarl p b r O g P  beloved by Marx, of which 
the tradition is now lost, and wbich, wen witbin that tradition he adam 
with a freedom tbat at times seems not to la& an elanent of mockcry,"&thm 
fhe simple reversal of the Hegelh order h l d  not mitigate st all agaiast 
the validity of this comparison. Neither do I d a b  that the meaning of cam 
pries and concepts as fully explained by Hegcl coincides exactly, or is very 
n&y p a d e l  to the dogous  relations in Marx. Some of the Hegelian con- 
apts as such wcrc certainly used, though not necessarily in aI! their H q e h n  
relationships. Indead it may very well be true that Marx, by isolating artah 
of Hegel's ideas, falsified them M y ,  yet even in their false position the ideas 
are distinctly H@an in b c t e r ,  and were ce&dy dcrivcd from him. 
"The G r o d , "  Heget defines, the unity of identity and difftm~e, the 
tmth of wbat M u e a c e  aad identity have timed out to b t h c  d d m -  
hbself, which k q u d y  a d d o n - h ~ ,  and wkc w t ~ s a l  It is ca. 
saw put aFpIiagly as a wality.'' Tbca fn 5m Qpc mtah autims are 
givm: w e  muet bt d u l ,  w h  we sap that the g m d  is the unity of 
identity aPd differem, not to tl- by this t m i ~  an abshact i d d t g .  
Other- we only change the n a m ~  while w t  dl thintr tbt i-ty (of ~ m d ~ f -  
standing) already sea to be false. To avu3 tbis misanwptim we may say 
that the gmund, beaides being the unily, is also the di%Qrnce of identity and 
difEirmce. .  . . . T h e ~ d a n d w l a a t i s ~ d c d a n o n e a a d t h e s a m e  
-teat: thcdiEemcebctwcenthewois*merc ditkrmm of form which 
s q m r a ~  simple df-r&ion, an & me bad, from mediation or derivative 
n m  on the It will & that thc universal e q u i v h t  is 
that factor m the edmqc ~ ~ E C S E  which B O ~  the eontmdictionrs of the 
praem d h g  from the m o l d  nature of the commodity. It is able to do 
mby virtueof thcfacttbatinibbdly form t h t c x ~ v a l u c s  of allother 
camdities are e x p d  Thm it is  itself an -value, though a tmi- 
&one  A n d , t h e ~ ~ d h ~ y f o m t o f u n & i n ~ ~ e r ,  
makes it also a h u e ,  a amiversal ~ 8 ~ v a t a t .  In its single M i i y  form the 
Mivugal eQrJvdult* withit k a m b g  inwlved in the colltdictions of the 
ordinarJr ~ f m m d q ,  linitEP within itself the fWO oppsing &arm&tics, B+ 
thie mamms it d t t s  theoppwitaprmiausly referrad to as the+ 
tive and the negative, which as also explaid., art both 'identid" and "di8er- 
. mt," aud because, in so doing it becomss itself, not an "rrbstmct identity," but 
retab Mermtiated as much as united, thcss polar @a, I think it is 
jwtihble to place the univ t rd  quideat  under the ategory of ground as 
abovedtfinad. 
Though the account of tht three form of the ex- procegs over- 
lap to some -a t  the mom p e t a l  accormt of the same process given h, 
c e r t a i n m e ~ m ~ m & m a & ~ 1 t b y t h i s m c r ~ e d M e d d ~  
In the first, or eltmtntarp form, two mmmditia face ach other as, rcspcc- 
tivelpI relative arrd c q u i v a h t  ?bey ares thm, Marx holds, wte, yei 
idantid, the one but the d e c t i a ~  of the other. 'The qmtatim from Hcgtt'a 
Wqgmy of dSermce fits &is mu& of the relationship almost perfectly. That 
these two, tbe relatiye and the quideat, are dated to m& olhtr in thk 
mamm, and may appmpdatdp k viewed as pitim and ntgatiw m this 
is further attetcd by the fact tbat though the tcrprs art equal, they a 
bt d y  by cbangiog the form, or function, of tach. It maka no 
dMccmct at all whicb t a n  is placed on the left hand Bidc of oht eqnation, md 
i is therefore w d c d  as expming itself in the other, in any asc its func- , 
tion is that of LC dative. Thh sittratim is anaEogous to H@s ' 
of tht cquideaa of positive and ncgativcw' 
The further characteristic of this form, that tht value of the t Q P i e  
ia expressed in its o m  M y  form, placei this with thk e v e d  tQUivalmt 
=;-'_ Emm@Waw.- - 
, f ~ f w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ r m d w t h e ~ o  
~ d & i s ~ - a ~ o P ~ ~  -exp&hn 
~ a ~ ~ t h u ~ o f  - of -Wing a given thing by a 
'it is a m t i d y  date&-' 
a n c e t o d f W i t h a ~ f O  
aa wdl as the vsJue d its other 
Theclhf & k t o f t h i s ~ w h k h c a s i i t u t t s i b ~ t i m t o ~  
h its -y Wtd chamcte. T%e form which the value of 
more adqnate rbge in the &ddd proms. ThereforeI the 
p a n d a d f o r m i s ~ t o ~ ~ @ . d i f f i d ~ o f '  
+ 
~ i s ~ s ~ o f a q t t f a j O H ~ s t m d t i m f m m o n e ~ ~ , '  
*hnast .  ~ s E o r m b ~ ~ ~ c h i & y h ~ o n e d & o F . t h e q t i & - ?  
tionisamver~&gdcs,whieh,of o w r s ~ , ~ t h t ~ e ~ t m w  
for m of Sap M a q  " . . . . fhc relative t x p r d ~ t l d '  
vahie i s  b p h e  bemuse the smh repmmhg it is h t ~ I q ' " *  aibd: I 
He& dbasing lid$ and Mnity -dm the &qpy of bcing-detsrminaPe* 1 .  
 other hi iw ~ t w h s t :  thereforeit like 
1 w k ~ ~ , s s l d a r o o n o d 3 r r ~  Then,"lathcattempttoam 
tmplw such aa M t e ,  our we m a m m d y  i u f d ,  mwt shk' -. Xt is true imdaad that we must ahdm the untadhg cmtmpfa- 
~ n o t ~ ~ t b e ~ h h t o o s a b I i m a , b u t f r e c a u s e , i t i s ~ -  
tadiou&'- Or to quote F Z I  in e t i w  of this principle of 
mnsith: "ut at -pa58 from fromydddte lx4ng to its other* this &*- - 
i h d f , ~ ~ t e ~ m u s t  &ohavtitS&trto complete its mean- 
I ing, a d  sa on witbut h i t .  we thua hi @ves lrttltlehcd upma at M k  aria thpt CUL ~WCT be atisfactmy, b w e  n m r  complete It is an endless, . ~ o n , a a d ~ c v n f y b r i n g w c a r i r u s s ~ ~ ~ l u ~ ~ ~ t m i n d w ~ & ~  tmpta ta f o h  it-1 
?I!& third dkt fum of value k nrchatrgc is derived from the m d  
r m i V d ~ d i b ~ t i m t o E T q f d h s a ~ a o ~ b c c n t J a n ~  - , --A 
under that W- 1n this bI howmr, d e t  point is brought +- -& 
.\ ,. 
wmBen, H w P a  Jh& 150, 
WMam, C W  1$4 
: r 
$aptiagsP3,81. =&%?A* s. 
168 ~ ~ ~ I ~ c I G o I ~ ~ ~ ~  
nandy* that & gmmd famn d d u a  d t a t t a  a synthesis of the 0 t h  
two,dtbatthmfotethcthrac f o m  of v a l a c m a k c a a 1 1 ~  triad.= 
e h e n b q  f o r m g i m ~ t o t i r e v a l u ~ o f  tke'a~mmodity in d y a  
single commodiQ+o this extent it is mSd The mpandd form, including 
aU camodi tb ,  is m k d ,  (that is, all inclusive) bat not u&ed The 





THE MARXIAN PR- OF CIRCULAmON 
AND 
RELATION TO HEOEL'S LOMC 
SECRW L 
M#XBS THEORY OP THB MSTAMORE~I~SLS OFOOMMODITIBS 
The process of circulation as a whdle involvts twg Merent tppes of 
cycles, tbe first, represented by the letters C-M-C (Commocli~Money-hmm0- 
dity) is the "selling in order to buy" phase, while the secondI M-C-M (Mancy- 
CommodityMmey) is just the mrse, or the "buying in order to sell" as- 
C-M-C is the direct mcpression of the cidt ion,  or as Edarx c a b  it, the 
"metamorphosis" of mmmdtia The w e  is made up of two t r d m ~ ,  
fist, them is the ace of d i n g ,  GM, then the act of buying, M-C. Togethw, 
since the same M is commm to them both, they fom the whole, C-M-C, tht 
net r d t  of which is the rnatmkl exchange of two commodities, or C-C. 
Following the steps in the tmnsformatioa more F l y ,  we have: C i~ sold 
for M, or, as shown by the analysis of the exchange process, the usc-value of 
this c d t y  becomes, in the body of its equiydent, t&e opposite, or ex- 
changevalue. M, however, is used to pmhw aflother commodity, which 
means that tbe txchangevalut is transformed back again into its old form of 
use-value, or again ?xxomes C. This last C differs from tire first in that it is 
actualized in cmsumption, thus completing this p m s ,  the function of wbich 
is to realize the use-values of commodities, which therwpon drop out of dr- 
culation. 
' Each of the two phases, C-M and M-C is, of course, reversible, and in 
other cycles of which each forms a part, the function is reversed However, 
erren within any pattitular cycle, for the purcbasef the promss is one thing 
and for the seller it is mact1y the opposite, CmequentIy, C-M becomes dcfi- 
nitely a sale only when considered ia &tion to the C-M-C cycle, in this fkd 
order. fn the sale C-M, the terms have the real relation to each other W d y  
dwribed whm the excbange p m a s  as such was considered. The same 
analysis applies also to the M€ relation with this single difference: while, as 
previously indicated, the realization in M of the i d d  price assumed by C de- 
pads  upon accydental circumstances, or conditions, in the s e d  phase of the 
I 
qcle,  M takes the initiative, acting wheaever ready, because always eEectivc 
in purchase, thus aEordhg a point of rest, a pause, between the two acts 
during which anything might happea to prevent the consumation sf the cycle. 
It is this possibility of a priod of inactivity which makes the separation of the 
prt~ess into two phases so very important, because it t during such a pause 
that commercial d m ,  and other e c d c  disturbances occur. 
~bcnit ireraridpedtbattheGMof any@parlicular~cleistheM-Cof 
other adjoining and that the same is true of MX, it appattnr 
that GM-C is but ane member in a chain which is withwt beginning 
at ending, and further, that it is bepaddy mitad up with m y  other chains, 
m s s b g  and cach &- This complex ammgment is especially 
important shm it &or& an opporh.mity for the vicw that the prows is not: 
that of the metamorphosis, h rqpk f d m  of one C, but a d e y  of &- 
dental a h a & u @ L m  
A very sigdbmt &amcd& of the single cgck is thc fact that the 
two extmu~4 do aot bear m&y the mmt &tion to the middle term, M. 
The &st C is dated as ts the of r spadaI c b  of things to its univer- 
sal (comnaodity) fwm, M. M is &ahd to the stcmd C as the U a i d  
form to the individual b m  of tBe mmmnrlitrr, This rehtionship, reduced to 
its abstract rogid f- Marx out, gives tht f o d a :  S-U-I, or 
Spies-U~d-M6dUI While Marx gives no further explanation of 
his reason for d i n g  fhC 6mt.C specie$ and the second individual, the explan- 
ation scum to k qdtc Cmmditics are soId d y  when they consti- 
tutt a surplus, whsn to tlra owner, they are objects of a certain dass, with ctr- 
tain physical proprk which t o ~ k h  m d y  the passibility of exchange. 
A c o m m o d i t p i s ~ o n & & e r h d , w h t o & ~ ~ i t s s p e -  
cific ea satisfy o &bite want; the individual cmmodity as such has a 
m c  @atmce, which aa an ax-due in the h d s  of the mcmhmt 
or manufa&=, it does not have Therefore, the ~ 0 C t . t ~  as exchange- 
v a l u e m a y b e @ a d a s ~ t o a W , o r a s a m a n b t r o f  
while as a u8t-value it has haa an individud 
hother gignificsnt th ' i  is brorlght oat by the proctss of the cir&tiw 
of ~ o d i t i c s ,  namelyamely, that in the actual c id t ion ,  the owners of the cum- 
moditics appear only as the guarcfEans of these c o m m d i t i ~ i n  other words, 
as p e d c d  h d  vcmm pmmikd gold. A ~ ~ f y t  the p r m s  is ncrt 
ontprimarilyof t h e m  betwcenmcn,but rathcrlxtwemmemanly in 
so far as they satisfy the conditions of the production and exchange of cornme 
dities, whichbecome r e l a t c d b e a c h & I n a m ; l u m e t ~ b p  the char- 
acteristia inherat within thm 
HEOE[IANCONCEPTSW T H B m B Y O F T H E  
METAMO- OF C O M M O D m  
The main features of the bhxisa thtwg of the metammphd of 
moditics, so far as they do not overlap tht g a a d  discussion of e d m g c ,  
may be compared with Hegel's principles of the s y U o g b ,  uttder the thid 
maia &vision of the I& the doctrine of tbc notion Xt wil l  be o w  
tbat the same rclatimhip of e x c b q e  considcrtd in chapters 9 and 10 m 
btl.oqhg propwIp unda tbe dimm of m c e ,  now a m  undu the di+ 
i o n  of the notimi. The entin mmummt of =change, involving three k m ~ ,  
is considered aa m example of an H c g c b  % g r k g h ,  while two krms M 
@ether (either end, and the middle), I now rrahtab h a  the form of an 
Hegclian j u b t .  !h &ticmahip now heId to be an asample of the j e  
ment is the same prwbwly W d  to exhibit tbc c h a ~ ~  of the 
cabegoties of identity and di&ermcc M, the middle term of this s y b g h ,  is  
the same M, or U, which as the t i n i d  equivalmt was dmigmkd as the 
ground. Thia appwcut discrqmq ia our -t, however, far from d* 
tracthg from the soundurn of the cgmpahm, leads it duable Hegclim sup 
port. In E3[- it is nccawy only to point wt that in the eariicl. 
of the argammt the &cussion was at a lower level in the dialactid 
movtment (at the level of tht Understanding) and that it h now p m g m d  
logidy to a more concrete view of the same things (at the l e d  of the %a- 
son). For, it must be remasked tbat cvety m q p y ,  aad wery mtqprid 
ftla-p in the Hcgdian logio appIits to, or is -vt of the aakrre of 
everything in the universe They charab& nat different th.bg~ but diffar- 
eat phases (at higher or lower lev&) of all things, 
The cycles are tmchbtedly H e g c k  triads, rimed either as c a u p d  
of the three tenns, C, M, and a rttwn on a higher plant to C, or as C-M, W, 
and the synkis,  C-M4. Now, Mam says, aa statad &we, "C-M-C can, 
therefore, be reduced by abstract logic to the tbt form S-U-I." H c  therefore 
suggests very strongly that GM-C is d y  a sy1109;wn of the Hegdbn tgpc, 
which does not exist merely in an abstract logicai smse, but d t u t a  tbe 
h t u r e  of the real world. "Acconlingly the Syllogism is the essential gmmd 
of whatwWer is true; and at the present stage the dchitim of thc Absolute 
that it is tht S y l t q h ,  or the princip1e in a ptopositia: Emrykhkg 
is a Sy11ogim~'~'~ 
Considered as r sybghn, the major p d  is C-M, rtpresentad by C or 
S; an4 sinn by ' 'spxi~~' '  h means what Hegel does by pa&nW- 
" ~ ~ ~ C t l E B T # t h C ~ t o r f h t ~ c ~ c t C r . .  . . "U' in 
themumof & e ~ m z t ~ ~ g d b e l o s t , ~ m u & w ~ k g a i n c d h p  
using P *-d of S for the fitgt p h ;  the minor premise i s  M-C r*re 
mted by M, or U (that is, r r n i d ] ,  and the cmclrrsion k C-C, which in its 
tutn & k -tad 0y C, tb time the last C, or I (that is, individual). 
C-M-C, W, or P-U-I, t t u ~ ~ ~  out to bt a qualitative syiIogism of the third 
6guqm the a c l d c t n  of which is P-I, or C-C, the middle term, M# or U, 
having dmppd out in the course of tbe dialectid mwtment of exchange. 
J# as Hcgtl -lab, whm.ttferhg to an eatire syllagism as I-P-U, that 
4 f  mume Wi &$act (tcmokrsrs m k ~ )  bas other characteristics %~des in- 
divlddiQI just as the othur - [the m a t e  of the conclusionI or t b ~  
-*'or) b @her duwa- than mere universality. But here the 
i n ~ ~ d y . m ~ ~ ~ ~ E h r w g h w h i c h t h t s e t c m s m a l r e a  
s g w m n  do th& mm jt.wHkation csa be made for txlkq the movement 
42-M by the kttet. P (standhg for ~ ~ t y ) .  GM means a tom- 
mdty of a & tpge, &m&g b form for tht tmiytrsal characteristics of 
M (or q). P (or pwtiahrity) in this conndon is its essential charac- 
t d t i c ,  and makes posaibEe the egfiqhm The same explaoatim applies to 
t l a e ~ b y ~ ~ ~ U ,  of M-C-thc esmtial characteristicof 
is its r l n i ~ t r d @ - ~  aad in this phase of the circrrtation of c d t i c s ,  
money Is of prime WCE 9 h  m m ~  for allkg the conclttsion, GC, 
by the single le#u I is even more d y  apIained. The cwclusim of the 
q c h  is he exehmge bttmm~ two commoditis b u g h  the nwktim of money, 
which, after dl, is but a msans to this d The d object and end of the 
traasactioa, howmcr, is the pardme, and rhe c u n s u m p ~  of a certain unnl 
*. Thmefare, in the condusim, the individuality of the last d t y  
i s  of grcatmt ~ ~ t "  in producisg the syllogism (or =change). 
Since GM and M-C are tbe premises of a syIloghm they ate thrmselva 
judgmmts; from this point of view, then, the =change relation must now he 
ewrsidcrcd a form of judgmmt, which, by the way, its characteristics makc 
vwg podbto. In describing the nature of the judgment, Hegtl says: "The 
abstract tcm of the judgment, 'The individual is the uni- present the 
eject (as negatively self-Fjating) as what is immediately cotlcret~, while the 
p d W  is what is abstract, indetembtc, in short, the universal. But the 
two dm& are m a d  together by an 'is: and thus the predicate (in 
its universality) must also contain the @tfr of the subject, must, in short, 
bavc p d d a r i Q :  and so i s  r e d i d  the identity betwan the subject and 
e t e ;  which, beiOg &us Ilaaffected by this diEermce in form, is the cun- 
w ' ~  Gdd, acmdhg to Maot, mans: the commodity, as pard& is (that 
is, k&ts m exchange), money, or univmd. But this is podble (as w- 
plainmi p d o w l y )  d y  because the cornmdi* ig d l y  also m i d t ,  that ig, 
"'Ibis. S d M l  164. 
1" IW. SPfition 187. 
16tIbid. Scctign 183. 
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has valttc-"and so b r d d  the i-ty Wwem subject and p d b t ~ ?  
same is tme of M-C, for, money is rrot only dwsal, but it is a h  in a 
that is, it has a M t e  um1ue,  thus the identity be- &e 
3two nottoas nccursar~r to their connection ia the judgment plaialy dsk 
- 
Reforring to tha subject and ptedimte of t h e  judgmmts as '-R 
{ ~ ~ o u t t b c f . e t t h p t ~ ~ ~ ~ u e n ~ i n a s a n e n h a t ~ g c l i . n - -  
The im- c&actcrMc of tbe H@an d&rine of the notion i s  its C&F 
erttcnew, in o&cr words, the kcpaddi ty  of its three moments: pdcdad& 
mhmsdity, and individtdty. ?'haugh it is rather difficult to makt the W 
cepta which Hegel attach to these worda st this point fit into the schsme 3 . 
their appliation in camecdon with the Mandan docthe of value and ad.' 
&agq it L d u e a t ,  p W y ,  me-@ to Matt the similari* of thr -6 
t i d p  toward each other. Hegel explains their inherent conntctiou and ** 
tity as follows : "UnivtmdiQ, pad&ty, and individuality are, iakm in tW 
ahtract, the same as identity, dBcmnce, and ground. But &c universal 5 
stlf-identical, with the qdScation, that it ~ u l t a n c w s l y  amtab, &' 
particurafsadtheWdaaL A g a i n , t h c ~ c u I a r L t h e d i f F c m t o f ~  
speci6c dmadcr, but with the quaUcatim that it is in itself u a i d  a&
ia an MvictuaL Simitarly the individual must h understood to be a subj& 
or mbstmtum, which iudves  the gams d species ia itself and pcss#raes a 
subhatid sristmcc, Such is the nplidt or realized hqw&%ty of the fmm 
ttomS of the noti011 in their di-Itat may be d c d  the d ~ a s  of tEBe 
notion, in which each distitlction csases not ihucsg or ktmuption, brrt is 
quite as much tnmpzue"m Ia vrrg much the same manner, the first C, 
in dditicm Bnd hqamble fmnt its own most important qualitp in &is 
eonmcb, its partidv, is also the othtr two qditi~~: as d u e ,  it is mxb 
vet.sal, and aa a W e  for comwptiw it is indlvi- Simihly, M asd 
tbt nccondOanbe -to bc the ~rclcaotim, baving the three 
ents, I m i e t p ,  -, and hd.ivlduslity. 
Comiag b4 again to the syllogism, it is in- to coin- M d a  
observation that the C-lld and M-C of any cycle are a h  B6-C's and GM'8 of 
other adjoining c y h ,  with &@8 ~J~ of the dZicultim of the qdbi ive  
sykgim, which he explained as fokws: "This contradiction in the syflogiarr 
exhibitsamwcaseof theinfini~eprogression.lhhofthepmnh~ 
c a b  for a fd s y h g h  to d e m w ~  it: and as the new syllogism has two 
immediate like its pmkemr, the demand for p m f  is doublM % 
evexy sttp, and r w c d  without Tbe difkrmce betwem H@s 
cadingd-heof ~ y l l o P ; ~ a n d t h o e r t ~ > f  Mant,is,of 
that in the case of Marx, all of the syUogisms would be of the same type, 
for Ed, all the &Em fiaves must a m .  
Then, L e  pint Marx makes about the Ations betweas mm kinq kt : 
'Wlbdd. S a h  16A 
'"lbid. S t d h  I s  
'"Alhded toby him a f a  Copitd 131. 
The form& C-M-C ttprcsrmts the kdatian of commodities for the 
purpcwe of reaching their p m p  -, aud they thea drop out of urmla- 
tion. M-GM on the bad, desdm tbc circutatimr of mmey for the 
sofe purpose of accretion, which is the same thing as the accumulation of capi- 
tsl. The problan to b solved, of eourse, is the sotucc of the new apital, 
in view of the b e t  of the value &coy, that  very exchange must 
take place Wwtm squivalmts (that is, in d u e ) .  It is to mlvt &is problem, 
then, &at t8t formula M-GM h s r r b j d  to malysii. 
M-C-M, or buying in order to sell, like C-M-C, consists of the two anti- 
d 
Weal phase, M-C and GM, a purchase and a d e ,  involving, therefore, per- 
# 
aanir dated to each other as buyers and d e r a  "W circuit is the unity of 
the same two antithetical phase, is brought a b u t  by the inttrvo1tim of three 
omtraEting ma, of whom me only sells, another d y  buys, while the third 
both buys and sck'*l" The diffcmaw between the two formulae are too 
aumtrous to be m t e d  here; it is mwgh to say that with the exchange of 
mmmodities, the simpler formula, or r d a M p ,  comes to an eud, whilc, 
with the d u x  of M, the stand continues indehitely; and more signi6candy: 
the first fwmula is terminated qualitatively cliff-4 but quantitatively qua1 
to its initial state, while the revcrsc is true of the second formula which en& 
qualitatively equat, but quantitatively umeqd, that is, with an increment 
Thia incrrment is the surphrs-due for which the tatire capitalistic pnr 
cesa is set in motion. Yet its wcistence is in contradiction to tbe general form 
of ~ o d i t y ~ t i n  which rests on the incontrowrtitk prinaplc tbat ail 
&gc must take place bctwccn aommodities which have equal vale, It is 
1 because of this dMdty that Mam speaks in this connection of the "Contra- 
didma in th Gcwral Formula of Capital."lw What is therc h t  this p m  
T ~ # f P C r C l l L ~ t m a w ~ o k r M ~ ~ ~  
acas, which invdvt9 the ism two adthtticaI phase aa 
troducwr this new and quite foreign tlrmt~t, the increment? 
source of this hcremtnt? &Ce its odgh -0t poa 
process itself, or the tx-dut of any onc of the comm 
c w  of its transformtiat, it must tbm be derived from tbe 
one of t8em. "It is therefore impmiit for capital to k produced 
lation, and it is equally impdble for it to originate apart ftosl d 
It must have its migin both in a r c r t b  aad yet not in circulation" 
&ce there is aotbtog abut Id which can iacreast its 
must be the C which is putchasad, toidentty for this, purpose, and its 
consequently, must be pa&&ly -y in this way 
lun be solved of the origin of surplus-valhe which can be creat 
change, yet cannot bc produd by exchange. me 
apecifc nature of the conan- in question, which is the labor-po~cr'~  
chased by the first M to be used in the production or exchange of goods. 
& r - 7 ,  or. =pacity to labs," Marx explains8 "is to be aderstma the 
agpgak of thost mental and physical q a b i l i t i e s  existing in a human being, . 
which he exercises .IRhmmcr he produces a usevaIue of any d c s c r i p t i ~ ! ~ ~  - 
The panrliar &aract&tic of this commodity which makes it fruitful h *. 
the mation of surplus-due, and mwquently, useful to the capitalist, is tha I 
double nature of its taspyafue: it is "a sotuce not only of value, but of mara ' 
valtat than it has iW;*lw In other words, the capidsit purchases from the - 
+rer his labor-power for which the laborer receives the value of this, as of 
every other commdty. The d u e  of the commdity labor-power is deter- * 
mined by the a m o a t  of fad, clothing, and sbtlter required to product, (or 
rather, reproduce) it. However, having bwght the labor-power, tbc capitalkt 
p d  to use it, that is, to apply it in the production of new value. It is at 
this point that its Wty to mate more' than its own value comes into play. 
And it is by this muns that the origin of the i n m e n t  Y has bem whined ! - $4 
w i t h o a t i a a n y w a y & ~ ~ m t b e @ d e n m  law o p c r a t h g i n a t ~  r-. 
For, thc b t  phaseI 1164, or money-purming-cwnmodity-hr-power is aa 
=change of equivalents, zp is ism the next phase, GM, or the sale of tte 
commodity takeu over again, this time in the form of the product of h r ,  
sold on the mlrtt for its tquident in money. 
'"lbkr, w. 
lWW m w  ~m by Masx to that this commodity, in 
Dmduce the huanmt m M  be hbm-tt, but 1&y -ot be taken up h e n  
1~~1W. 1m 
' M M *  2l6 I t 
The formala M-C-M, is a h  an triad, composed of the mem- 
ber$ M-CI Gbd, and the synthesis, M-GM. It is U and more impof. 
tantly, a e y l h g h  of the form U+W, btcrurrrc the middle term is sold; but 
aIso since the middle C b cmamd, it is a of the form U-I-t'. 
a cmdush of this syllogism has the pdk, because purely tautohgimt, 
form U-U. In o t k  words, d d e d  qualitatively, no result at all has bem 
a-d by the movmmnb Tbe onIy mdt is the quantitative one, M-(M plus 
increment M). For the Iogid form of the syllogism, U-I-U, there is no 
p a d e l  h He@, shce all true Bc+n syllogisms must cuntaip an tbree 
fm of the notion Thgh rw W, concise statement to this effect is av& 
able, the cdr& dhumb of the spnqgb  bears it a t ,  and all tbe different 
Qp of the sylbghm cmkin dl three notions. Marx himself explicitly 
recognizes that, since the d t  of the p m c c ~  is but a repetition, qualitatively, 
of tk tht t b g ,  m d y ,  mgn'cp, its tmm m o t  be the prows of exdmgc 
as s a 4  and this ir all that is by the bare logical form& Them 
fow the cxplanati011 of this p'oint at least, is h d t  of the Hegelh principles 
dbsp- 
Of the other &Bereaces ktwem the two f m u l a t  of circulation, apart 
fmm the, purely fwmat ones, such as the diff-t positions occupied by tbe 
various terms, it is noteworthy that the middle term of the fonwla M-C-M, 
tdk that of C-M-€, dow not m e  mmly to traasfcr the exticrnes ,from 
ont person to another, but in refIexive in its fundon, serving to bring back 
to the same persm the hirial term. This type of reptition is certainly can- 
trarg to the wdiaarg form of the qyllogism, though it may p n i y  be com- 
parable to thc typc of mathematid syllogism, described by Hegel as follows: 
'ln the round by which d mtituent  ftinctim assumes sucmssively the 
place of mean and of the m a ,  theL spcxif~c diffwmce from each other 
bas k m ~  ~ In this form, where there is no dkthction b e e n  its 
cmsdtucnt dements, the syUogism at b t  has for its connective bnk equality, 
or the exkmd identity of m-. Wi is the Quantitative or Matbt- 
d d  S y b g b m ~ ' ' ~ ~  The comparissgi here, if d at all, is admiylay vtry 
-, but is nwwthcb  sugg&ive of the type of almost purety verbal 
d w p  the Madan aad Hegclian theories. 
distinction of whi& Manc makes so m u 4  that A4-C-hi, d i k e  the 
other fomda, dorJ not cum to an aboslute end, but, on the c m m ,  ~ U S G  
of the t.e&uc of M, the p r o w  immediately repcats itself, aad so on, without 
enrlthis * d o n ,  too, is without pdld in the H e g d h  d o c h e  of the 
B- WE the clilTcmw a l d y  refer& to, that, w h m  GM-C 
ends qualitatively utlcqrtal, hW-M cmne an end qualitatively qual, bur 
ZUmHegd, Lo& ( C h r d m  P m ,  Oxford, 1892) la 
T H E ~ c I ~ L ~ ~ B ~ ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~  
quantitatively unequal, th@ a m p d b g  to no syllogistic &thetian, 
taiElry coached in 
interesting that tht diffidty of the origin of &US-value should be eatitled 
by Ma= thc "cmtradidms," h the fomuIa to which it WongsC The 
tion, which is the pedar  capacity of labor to product more than its own 
market d u e ,  a d  which can be made intelligible only by disthguidkg betw- 
&r-powtr, and the a d  W r  itself, is one of the most impormt prbiplea 
of the M a d m  theory of due ,  and is claked by all Marxiaas to be the im- 
provemeat of tht Ricardian Um theory which made the labor theory t d  
Since this important distinction did nw come fmm Ricardo, it is interdag 
to speculate, on the basis of the extcnt of its resemblance, as to its possible h- 
dcbtcdnes to If@. The d y  H e g e b  feature that I can discover i s  the man- 
ner of statmnent (and this can easily be remedied) ; labor-power is the c a w  
or potentiditJr of something else, d y ,  hbor. Consequently, Marx s p e h  ia 
Hegem fashion, of "W~WCT reafiziag itself as Iabor," "Lak-pwer, 




a d  HtgeSian syatans is for tk most part a purely txternal and verbal 
thaa an hakgal oat, it may Was bt d-ted that the M a d a n  
ia evcsy mmW featare stands, thmgb dl the basic Hegelian tenets are re-' 
f t l t d  In spite of the fact that the . h r g  of historical m a t e r i d b  was pmb-8 
ably dctivcd largely fmm CWWII H c @ h  d o a h ,  it may hold trttt, 
tb@ ths' ~OC&ES from wi i i d~  it wm derived are proven false 
Ndw the question is, win it W pmibk to accept the M h  theory whilg 
at the zm%e time the vdidity of tlrt three ce&d Hegelian principles 
which may h stated as fdbm: (1) th hWty of relations, (2) tbe iPsep- 
axdiliv of i d d ~  a d di&m~e (3) the partid and relative nature of ail 
finite t m k  F m  dw hgmge of bth  Marx and En&, it cannot 
~ t h a t t @ ~ ~ ~ d p l t s ,  adwenargued for some of them: 
m y .  N ~ ~ ,  k scum to me &at the #ismtial features of t h ~  
Bkxku b r g 9 q a y  b stated in a way that they are independent of the 
p h h ~ ~ I ~ y . -  PddpIcs, which whm k t  d d d ,  especially in the 
of Mam ad BI& a#m to frt iu with the K t p h  logic, and$ 
tkmf- to be eopl- to the amptd nm-He- tenets of logic, turn out, 
a closer aambdm to k but a p e c a k  way of stating ideas which in m 
m a n n t r ~ w i t h t h c c ~ m m a n ~ v i e w o f t b m g s .  
When &gels of the "WcnA cmn&m and c o n c a t d m  of 
*?*I W* onenCzKi, S* u-mseparabgty,m and the lie, he probably has in mind 
r an Egclisln conaection which iwohres the intmdity of relations betwen all 
things. But that he was not a m  of the logid issue, and that hia vim 
d l y  is not diem f m  any modun mtutiowy conoepticm 
is i n d k t d  by the fact that ht credits Damh with ha* " d d t  the meta- 
physid ~~tlccption of nature tht heaviest blow."wL Thus we may btlievc 
in the walukmq contintlity of wmts in the historical as well as in the blo- 
logical e; we may believe that all things are dated, either through direct 
or through the intmdiation of comccted thiags; and we may believe 1: W ttat merging of one historical went into t8t neKt is gwernad & "neca- sarf laws of aature, without holding F&O that the character of the relatio* ship htwem &cst weuis and things is such that they are really but parts of 
the "One Whole" )In a suw, we may wen agree that they arc parts of om 
whole, in the M m r b  theary it may be the collective whole of amme 
F mtee, the Imiveme as a whol~, or thc world considerad in its rn-y 
not n e a a d y  the Abdtlb Unit of )IGgCt. 
Part of the c ~ o h i t i ~ ~  or dialectical view of things is the doctrine of 
T * ~ ~ L I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M M * L ~ ~  
+tes. The w d m  of M &gels and h abound in exampfes of 'w 
opposites: which are antagonistic, but nemsay to each other. To say w-' 
~ ~ m e x E t u h & ~ c r , i 8 ~ ~ d b y ~ a f i t a n d ~ ~ ~ * '  
asbyHegd,tbhacsrdinaIerror. Engel9emphasiaestbefactthatitkW. 
v, or men correct, to say that a thing must be &her form or 
muse or effect, positive or -tiye; it is obvious that things may h and *- = 
both these w i t -  On tht face of it, this point seems hopel-ly Hcgdki 
but from &g& further a r p h d o t l  it becomes evident thak e n  the d, . 
kigical issut was not r e m p i d  by the Bhxians. The polemic in their day,: 
was of such a &&ereat hra-thc tvoIutimaq versus the static view d , 
-t it is not surpris ' i  if a mere logical quibble was w e r l ~  k 
the face of the larger issue in which Hegelian principles might be pttt to us& 
W e  may dl again a p u  with the Edamians that the same thing m bt & tM , ' 
time, M h  cause and &at, or both form and mtmt. But wc * "'-' 
hold also, without in atty w a ~  f&fyhg the Mamian vim, that a thing is b& : <:, 
w s e  and &a, and the W,'at  the aaane t h e ,  but from diflerat fo is ts  of; 
dm. The thing is hth &w a d  dmd, as &gels maintains, but only if tbi 
meaning of ddtath benot too c a d d y  d & d  The diffialty in atl of these- - b e a v O i & ~ ~ a ~ h l ~ ~ u t i t i a p l a i a f r o m ~ e ~  .-"; 
>. 
&tion of it already given that the Ecgdh principle is not m x e w q  t9 th 1 
M a 3 2 b  dactrirae. 
Manc and &gels speak of the economic crisis and ather &turbii fea- 
tures of the pmmt d a I  spatun as its "inherent contradictions!' They sp& 
too, of the * ' ~ t i o n p '  of these cotltradictions, of the "negation of the 
tion," which is the new sod*, and so forth Ertgtls' answtr to the acmsa- 
tim that the Marxian hgpotimesis of the collapse of capitalism and the qpar- 
anoe of commtmh is b a d  onty on a purely abstract Hegdian dialectic h9s 
a h d y  b g i ~ e n ? ~ ~  W c may dl attention here to the common terldenw of 
rn- W a n s  to refer to m y  epach (and e s p i d y  to agy transit id 
period) as being from &reat poinb of view, a period of "ddme and decay'' 
of the old, and of the "reconstruction and g r d "  of the new. He@ m- 
doubtedly did much to establish this evolutimaxy, djmamical view of historyj 
but this does not make it H e g d h  in the sense of the peculiar and -1y 
C O ~ C ~  - 1 ~  f m  of that phil-er's dPctrine. 
The theory of fruth, which seems in Ends' works to be strongly Hegel- 
ian in character, 53 mUy, on closer kpedion, the ordinarsf (eo-dcn-3 
view, with a p c d k  emphasis and mamler of statuucnt. When Engels a m  
SO s y  agaitut s o - d d  Absolute truth, or h e r ,  as it turns out, 
ccrtaia absolute truth, he was actually but upholding a dativity vicwCW 
of mdty and thought* which is very differcat from the doctrine of p d d ' ,  
tmths and the One Aholutc Truth prqmtnded by Hegel. T h w  m. 
sphalcs of actual tmh dugbg, it is -It with a little variatim and mo& . 
fieation of terminology, bat without any d alteration of principles, b - -  ' 
d c d ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p h i b m p b y , o n t Z t e o t h e r ~ d , h d a  
i ~ n s F Y a b L ~ ~ ~ o ~ v i c w o f f h ~ g o o d s s 8 0 m ~ ~ d r  
jdwl  dmhk h mwd ~Wution and the proletarian dictatorship arc 
~ ~ y j u s t i e a d a s ~ m e m i s t u w a r d t h e e a d o f t h e g r e a t e s t a m o r m t  
d- ~ ~ ~ h a & i s n o t Q n l p ~ t w i t h a ~ p  
~ ~ o r k i n g c l a & s p o k a d ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ p m i t .  The cSassshggIe allowsna 
tb rn the mpitahts must win comphly. And 
a ~ k i ~ ~ ~ W i t m t l s t b e u h c r ~ a s s c s o f & e w o r k e r s  
*'m v i c m h &  * d t 8 e d ~ t e I y ~ d c s ~ d t o f  ~ a r x k m  from my 
d m  wi& H@'s pbWopb.l proved by the fact &at Mam 
Mmsdf, when m d o n  h d e d ,  mm a -kith of the wammic tb 
d m  in which rtpplesred nat r irwe of H c g c b  krmbbgy or principles, 
two pamphlets, Vdw, P e g  a d  Prop, and Wags, Ldw, md Copitd, 
.- far w d h g  claw CWLSfrmptcm, and mtahhg (though in bn'ef form) 
a the esmtti& of. the ncqndc thw, arc a s td ing  proof of the d i t y  of 
thiisI&&idia@d#m 
It k not &e parpat of this smdy to prove ia d&l the merely wrbd, 
~ ~ 0 f t h a n ~ p o i n t s o f ~ C t b e t w E m M ~ a n d  
H- hem dkb& A bare 3 w t i o n  of the pass&irlitp of d i v d q  
the #xraamlc the&- will not, however* be out of place, 
To select d y  the mom ~ w t s t a d q  points, it may in the first place, witb 
very SittEB diBdp, be shown that b nmch pair of 'm- 
o p p s k U ;  OIBC- d m&anpvdfxt (or value), arc quite needlessly so 
WgmtetL They appar, having the mnw fdmmhI meaning, in the works 
~f Adam §mi& Rhrdo, aud othersI a d  their H c g e b  form 
i n ~ ~ ~ ~ b k ~ ~ a n E y b y t ? W ~ ~ ~ b i m t o " c a q ~  
prictb. H ~ I  of expdaa. It  is h i m s  that any two h p t a a t  as* 
~ , o r p h a w ~ a n o b j t c e ~ ~ a y b e a p h o f  a~iPasuwidenlid--thw 
a r e q u s t i t i t s o f ~ * ; d a t & a f a m t t i m t , ~ ~ t - - t h ~ . a r e a o t  thb - qdiQ, 
La mEch the same -, i t  is wholly mmcwwy to the meaning of 
between an entity &deed absolutdy, and in its relation to 
(which may be citber fr8ma of reference or other commodities, 
dse undcr the sun). 
It is dB& in a few words, ~o &=pose of the Hegelian f e a a $ j  
of W r  beabn-1 of the universal equivalent, and the various "cpn .; 
t iwe and r e I a h  of =be. But, when Marx speaks of the mivet& 
equident as so1vhg tk contradidom of the commdty  and thc e;gch$by 
rrtotio. h ir saying (what my economist will tell pu) thpt 
through money is (as mnbasted with M e r )  made possible at ail. 
Rcgadhg the Madan utehange qcles and their pmsubtiorl in tbt fmt i 
of H- sy~ogisms, it b pcrhps auficiat to paint out how prf-2 m d  it was for a close and sympathetic student of Hegel to beat In .' 
highly Pnifrcid way a rthtionahip involving two merent terms, a tgpq bf' . 
camd&ai which appear in two main Q p s  of economic ex&qcl ~ d e :  m, 
of c~mmodity asstlmiag the dominant role in one form of exchange d&m, 
aad tbe other being d m h a n t  in the remaining form, In the ex&tnge act fai' ' 
the purpose of acqrtixing ordinary consumption gocds, the commodity (C) b 
the more important and Manc e ~ p r e w s  th is  by having it appear twice in hh 
formula; wbde in mdmge for productive pu-, it is obvious that , 
is of p r k  importanct, and appears two times in the formula. It is of tb 
UW signif- tbat &c eattral, the most cbaracterhic, and or ig id  f e  
turc of the theory of value, namely, marplua value, involving the -1, b *' 
mu€&& of ~~ should have been admitwy ~~ to the If- 
-=* 
M a m h  theories a d  the philosophy of Hegel has not always laid bare 
wrp doat rdatioa It has been necessary to trace d m  numy apparent 
tbm to &id a few d ona, and of the xeal &tiom, some, most of them 
fact, what might be d e d  acidentat, rather than mmsmy. 
&rx, tbmi@y trairaed in Hegelim dialectic, a mambcr of the 
Yamg H a  ddibcmtdy aud cmscbtisly mploya8 the meth 
t e s c k s  when it came to pwenting bis newly acquired views. The 
me&& then, is utldoukdly tberc, though in varying degma Itn 
w&; and in w e d  h t h  the method and the phraseology of the rr 
' Hegd wea used mmt itl Marx's early w&, and e m p ~ ~  
time wmt an. More sptciblly, in the earliest wa*, on ccm 
there ia much Hegek  &MI aud t&oIogy, and very li 
sibly same, Hc&m coplht. Flktorical materidism, however, 
u p  H e ' s  actual phnosopfip; it embodies much of 
cmtmt, and -paratidy little of the Hegelian 
t b # + i s ~ c e t O H ~ ~ ~ w n m u m ~  



